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WE BUILD A 
WALL BETWEEN 
YOU AND INFECTION.

THE REMOVAL OF JUST ONE CEILING TILE CAN SEND 
MILLIONS OF FUNGAL SPORES INTO AN OCCUPIED SPACE

The Pangere Corporation is the 
premier general contractor with a 
workforce comprehensively trained, 
certified and experienced in ICRA 
Best Practices.

As infection preventionists,
we contain pathogens 
and keep those in your
building safe.

• Planned impermeable barriers
• Construction sanitation
• Debris encapsulation
• Air flow monitoring
• Prevention of operational disruptions

MARKETS INCLUDE: 
• Healthcare 
• Education 
• Hospitality 
• Food Processing Centers

Serving NWI and the Chicagoland area  /  (219) 949-1368  /  www.pangere.com

Community Hospital Surgery Department

Munster, Indiana
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Starting on a High Note

Here’s a high note to kick off our 2017 financial issue: by our count, more than five major 

banking corporations from throughout the state of Indiana have announced record-setting 

profit earnings for their 2016 fiscal year. There could be even more announced by the time this 

issue goes to print. What a great way to start 2017 in Indiana! 

Every single company in our state – from the largest to the smallest – is impacted by the 

banking and financial sector. In many ways, the current success of the banking industry is 

reflected in our robust economy overall. We’re seeing more small companies receive loans for 

their startup needs, lower unemployment than ever before in Indiana’s history, and new invest-

ment announcements and/or expansions popping up all over the state – all fantastic news for 

Hoosier business. 

A comprehensive report published by the Indiana Business Research Center at Indiana 

University recently gathered input from economic experts in many of Indiana’s various coun-

ties. Each one of them mentioned growth projections for their respective regions, with the only 

downside being slower growth than desired in certain regions. Nevertheless, slow growth in 

some areas is still a positive thing and can likely be attributed to the notion that several Indiana 

metro areas are already at what is considered to be “full employment” levels. Aside from that, 

many of the leading areas in our state are projecting sustainable and solid growth that’s expect-

ed to continue for the foreseeable future. 

So what does that mean for your company? Well, it certainly means that you’re located in 

one of the best possible places in the country for business achievement. We’ll be keeping track 

of all the developments and biggest announcements over the coming year, and we’ll keep you 

up-to-date on all the awesome news! 

Publisher’s Desk  219.226.0300
www.buildingindiana.com
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Control medical costs
and keep employees

HEALTHY.
WorkingWell provides  

a comprehensive approach to employers 
with job-related health needs.

PROGRAM OFFERINGS: 

• Onsite services such as drug testing, Pulmonary Function 

Testing, fit tests, flu vaccine program and CPR and first aid 

training.

• Health fairs featuring blood panels, blood pressure, 

BMI (Body Mass Index) and educational presentations.

• A drug-free workplace through our professional 

drug screen program SelectWell.

• Customized programs designed to provide personalized 

and comprehensive medical resources through our 

Onsite/Near-site Dedicated Clinics.

(866) 552-WELL(9355) WorkingWell.org

consistently maintains patient
customer satisfaction scores of

90% and higher

  WorkingWell
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Now accepting nominations for 2017! Visit  
nwiwomen.com to nominate an Influential  
Woman, empowering business, or nonprofit.

September 28, 2017  •  5 - 8 p.m.

SAVE 

DATE
the

NOMINATE
&

PRESENTING SPONSOR:
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Contributors
Dan Botich   

Dan Botich is the Sr. Economic Development Pro-

fessional and leader of the SEH, Inc. economic devel-

opment team in Indiana. He is a project management 

and financial advisory professional with more than 30 

years of experience. Botich holds a Masters of Public 

Affairs (MPA) in Public Administration and Certifi-

cate in Public Management from Indiana University 

Northwest-School of Public and Environmental Affairs 

(SPEA) and a Bachelor of Arts, Urban Studies/Econom-

ics from Columbia University in New York, NY.

Jon A. Schmaltz   
Jon A. Schmaltz is the practice group leader of 

Burke Costanza & Carberry, LLP’s Business and Per-

sonal Services Practice Group. His practice involves 

representing clients in business and real estate acqui-

sitions, like-kind exchanges, land use and zoning mat-

ters, loan transactions, and private equity and debt 

placements. Mr. Schmaltz has more than 17 years of ex-

perience at Burke Costanza & Carberry after receiving 

his bachelor’s degree in Actuarial Science from Purdue 

University in 1996 and earning his law degree from In-

diana University McKinney School of Law in 1999.

Michael Schneider   
Michael Schneider is a life-long resident of Indi-

ana’s Southshore. He is the Market President of First 

Financial Bank’s Northwest Indiana Market, where 

he has worked for the last 15 years. Among other in-

terests, Michael serves on the Board of Directors for 

Tradewinds Services, Regional Development Compa-

ny, South Shore Leadership Center, and Calumet Area  

Humane Society. 

S T E E L  C I T I E S  S T E E L S ,  I N C .

Structural•Plate
Bar•Tubing•Pipe

Grating•Sheet
ColdFinishedBar
ExpandedMetal

Services we provide:
Oxy-Fuel & Plasma Plate Cutting 

Production Cutting

 Mitre/Saw Cutting

Galvanizing 

Grinding

Shearing

NorthernIndiana•Chicagoland•SouthwestMichigan

800.228.2026•www.scsmetals.com

We welcome our readers to provide our editorial staff with 
suggestions on emerging issues, trends and opinions offering 
different perspectives. Contact editor@buildingindiana.com!
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L
aunching a company and keeping it 

healthy enough to thrive over a long peri-

od of time is no easy task. In fact, the vast 

majority of business operations will not live to  

see their 25th birthday. National statistics in-

dicate that only about 7 percent of all com-

panies in the U.S. have been in business  

for 25 years or more. (Source: Ruf  

Strategic Solutions)

Think about all of the different factors that 

emerge over the course of a quarter century. 

In 1992, the first photograph was posted to the 

internet! Today, there are millions posted every 

single day, perhaps even millions per hour in 

some cases. It goes without saying that compa-

nies that have lasted for multiple decades have 

certainly faced their fair share of challenges and 

changes, giving them lots of different achieve-

ments and milestones to celebrate. 

Building Indiana wants to learn more about 

Hoosier companies that have withstood the test 

of time and reached a major milestone. How 

long has your company been in business? What 

are you doing to celebrate? 

We want to know more about what __ 

your company is doing to revel in how far ___ 

you’ve come! Visit BuildingIndiana.com/____ 

longevity today to share details about ___ 

your company’s celebration and give __ 

Building Indiana the opportunity to __ 

recognize your success. ◆
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Let’s Celebrate 
Your Milestone 
How Long Have You Been in Business?

By Nick Dmitrovich

The average lifespan 

of a company in the 

U.S. is ten years, 

regardless of the 

type of business  

or industry.

Take a Look at Some Business Longevity Statistics: 

Businesses that 

survive the crucial 

first four-year period 

have a better chance 

of surviving and 

employment growth. 

75% of small 

businesses fail in 

their first five years 

and 50% of the 

remainder fail by 

their tenth year.  

Only about 25%  

of franchise 

operations fail  

within their first  

five years. 

Source: Santa Fe Institute in New Mexico, Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Small Business Administration

We want to hear all about it! 

Has your company been in business for a decade 

or more? Then you’ve already beaten the national 

odds for business longevity, and Building Indiana 

wants to recognize your achievements!

Right now, at BuildingIndiana.com/longevity, 

we’re collecting information from Indiana 

companies that have stood the test of time  

and outlasted the competition.

Is Your Company 
Celebrating A Major 

Milestone? 

Visit BuildingIndiana.com/longevity 

today and share your success 

story with us!
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NO NEED TO HIDE. GET YOUR BRAND OUT THERE!

CALL TODAY FOR OTHER GREAT PROMOTIONAL IDEAS! 

DIVERSIFIED
MARKETING STRATEGIES

888-226-0300
THINKDIVERSIFIED.COM

PROMOTIONAL ITEMS. CUSTOM APPAREL. AWARDS.

YOUR LOGO - N
O CHARGE. CALL TODAY!

DIVERSIFIED
MARKETING STRATEGIES

888-226-0300
THINKDIVERSIFIED.COM

Peoples Bank Announces 
Record Earnings for 2016

Northwest Indiana Bancorp (the “Bancorp”), the holding company 

for Peoples Bank (the “Bank”), reported an annual earnings increase of 

16.4%, as net income totaled $9.1 million for 2016, compared to $7.9 

million for 2015. The 2016 net income figure of $9.1 million represents 

the fifth consecutive year of record earnings for the Bancorp, exceeding 

its prior earnings record for 2015. At December 31, 2016, the Bancorp’s 

assets totaled $913.6 million compared to $864.9 million at December 31, 

2015, an increase of $48.7 million or 5.6%.

The 2016 net income of $9.1 million represents $3.20 earnings per 

basic and diluted share.  For 2016, the return on average assets (ROA) was 

1.03% and the return on average equity (ROE) was 10.65%.  

For the three months ended December 31, 2016, the Bancorp’s net 

income totaled $2.3 million, compared to $2.0 million for the three 

months ended December 31, 2015, an increase of $300 thousand, or 

14.8%. The net income of $2.3 million for the three months ended 

December 31, 2016 represents $0.82 earnings per basic and diluted share.  

For the three months ended December 31, 2016, the ROA was 1.03% and 

the ROE was 10.75%.

American Community Bank 
Expands into Crown Point 

American Community Bank of Indiana is proud to announce 

expansion into Crown Point. The bank will soon open a new branch at 

11275 Broadway in Crown Point, IN. This new location logically expands 

the bank’s footprint in northwest Indiana into an area that shows much 

growth and potential. The bank currently operates four full-service bank 

branches in Munster, Hammond, Dyer and Schererville, Indiana and 

offers a complete selection of consumer and business financial products.

Corporate Flight Center  
Coming to Gary

Gary Jet Center (GJC) announced the construction of a new Corporate 

Flight Center as part of GJC’s Fixed Base Operation at the Gary/Chicago 

International Airport (KGYY). The project will be a continuation of the 

highly successful collaboration between the Gary Jet Center and LEE 

Companies, a Gary, IN based project management firm.  

The new Corporate Flight Center will continue the legacy of premium 

services that has defined the Gary Jet Center for the last 25 years. The 

Center, designed by renowned international architecture firm and 

aviation specialists Ghafari Associates, will be a state-of-the-art addition 

to GJC’s West Campus and will feature multiple pilots’ lounges, a business 

center, a conference room, and kitchen facilities. 

A luxurious, glass-walled lobby will welcome clients and their guests 

with soaring views showcasing the newly updated runway. The interiors 

will be designed by the award-winning Chicago firm, Partners By Design, 

Northwest
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stability and soundness has allowed us to 

Our Lake County team is positioned to deliver any of our customizable solutions* in a fast, convenient manner 

through local decisions and personalized service. We proactively collaborate to identify the best solution for you,

your business and your employees. All recommended solutions are tailored to your situation and identified goals.

W h a t  m a t t e r s  t o  y o u ,  m a t t e r s  t o  u s .

Mike Schneider

Market President

219.322.9527

Mike.Schneider@bankatfirst.com

is a registered trademark of First Financial Bancorp

bankatfirst.com/business

We look forward to the opportunity to build a relationship with your business and serve as your trusted financial 

resource. To learn more visit bankatfirst.com/business or contact me to schedule a complimentary consultation: 

At First Financial, we are proud to have a history of continuous profitability 

spanning the past 26 years. This foundation of stability and soundness allows

us to focus on what’s most important to our organization – helping our clients 

 achieve success. We focus on understanding our clients, building long-term 

relationships and consistently exceeding our clients’ expectations.

*All loans subject to credit approval.  |
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named Commercial Interior Design Firm of 

the Year by Crain’s Chicago Business for five 

of the last ten years.

Helen and  
Charles Schwab 
Donate $25M to 
Notre Dame

A gift of $25 million has been made to the 

University of Notre Dame for the construction of 

O’Neill Hall, adjacent to the south end of Notre 

Dame Stadium. The building will be named 

in honor of Notre Dame alumnus and Trustee 

Joseph I. O’Neill III. The gift was made to the 

University by Helen Schwab and her husband, 

Charles, in honor of her brother Joe O’Neill. The 

Schwabs are significant donors to the university 

and major donors to O’Neill Family Hall.

O’Neill Hall joins Corbett Family Hall 

and the Duncan Student Center as the three 

structures surrounding Notre Dame Stadium. It 

will be a six-story, 100,000-square-foot building 

for the Department of Music, the Sacred Music 

at Notre Dame program, and hospitality space 

with completion scheduled for August 2017.

University Building 
Hydroelectric 
Generation Facility

The University of Notre Dame and the 

South Bend Board of Parks have reached an 

agreement on a 50-year lease that gives the 

University rights to construct and operate a 

hydroelectric generation facility in the dam 

on the St. Joseph River in downtown South 

Bend. The agreement transfers, from the city 

to Notre Dame, a Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission exemption to operate a 

hydropower facility. The city received the 

exemption in 1984, but has been unable to act 

upon it due to financial constraints.

In conjunction with the lease, the park’s 

board also approved a separate agreement in 

which Notre Dame will pay the city $1 million 

for restoration of Seitz Park, which is adjacent 

to the dam, as well as for ongoing maintenance 

of the dam through the duration of the lease.

Construction of the hydro facility, 

which will be primarily underground, will 

commence in October with full operation 

expected to begin in early 2019. The University 

will run transmission lines from the dam to 

the campus to generate about seven percent of 

its electrical needs. The hydro facility is one 

facet in a wide-ranging sustainability plan that 

is designed to eliminate the use of coal in the 

University’s power plant by 2020 and cut its 

carbon footprint by more than half by 2030. 

Ports of Indiana-
Burns Harbor  
Sets Three-Year 
Cargo Record

The Port of Indiana-Burns Harbor handled 

nearly 2.6 million tons of cargo in 2016, 

completing the highest three-year total in the 

port’s history. Over 8.6 million tons have been 

handled at the port since 2014. Other 2016 

highlights included a major expansion by 

Ratner Steel, a significant increase in heavy-

lift cargoes, and the investment of $2.5 million 

in port infrastructure improvements.

The 2016 shipping total was the port’s 

third highest tonnage in the last ten years. 

Major cargoes included steel, limestone, 

carbon products, grain, and iron ore. Grain 

shipments were up 57 percent from 2015 
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NOW OPEN
Crown Point, Indiana

•NEW30,000SquareFootFacility
•SuperiorCustomerServiceandPartsSupport
•MostModernandProductiveRentalFleet
inChicagoland

•Scissorliftsto56’
•Boomliftsto191’
•Telehandlersto12000#

Factory Authorized JLG  
Distributor and Service Dealer 520 East 110th Avenue | Crown Point, Indiana 46307 

800.732.2490 | 219.663.8461 | 219.663.8462 Fax
www.hi-reach.com

Chicagoland’s hi-reach equipment professionals

levels while coal was up 11 percent. Mineral and 

oil shipments increased 19 percent.

The Excel Center 
South Bend Receives 
Planning Grant from 
Lilly Endowment

The Excel Center has received a planning 

grant of $30,000 under Lilly Endowment 

Inc.’s Comprehensive Counseling Initiative 

for Indiana K-12 Students.  The aim of the 

Counseling Initiative is to significantly increase 

the number of K-12 students in Indiana public 

school corporations and charter schools who are 

emotionally healthy; realize academic success; 

graduate from high school; obtain valuable 

postsecondary credentials, certifications, and 

degrees necessary for meaningful employment; 

and are prepared to compete and prosper in the 

global society in which they will live and work.

The Excel Center will use grant funds to tour 

model schools, attend professional development 

conferences, assess current life coach programs, 

engage the school and South Bend community, 

analyze data, and explore alternative strategies 

and best practices. The goal is to discover the 

unique counseling needs of adult students to 

ensure their success in school. This may include 

personal counseling related to physical and 

emotional health, parenting, and basic life skills. 

This includes determining the needs of our 

students, seeking out best practices to model, and 

training life coaches to implement appropriate 

counseling and referrals. Since supporting 

students is a school-wide effort, training will be 

provided to other staff as well. The Excel Center 

is one of 284 Indiana public school corporations 

and charter schools in Indiana receiving 

planning grants through the initiative.

Wisconsin Company 
Adding Facility at Fair 
Oaks Farms

Midwestern BioAg, a Wisconsin-based 

company, announced plans to add a new $15 

million fertilizer production facility at Fair 

Oaks Farms. By mid-April, the facility will 

employ 15 workers. Midwestern BioAg has a 

manufacturing process called TerraNu Nutrient 

Technology, which converts manure into a dry, 

uniform fertilizer that can be efficiently stored 

and transported. Production at the new location 

is expected to begin in March. 

Ozinga Launches 
New App and  
Fleet Vehicles 

Ozinga has recently upgraded several 

components of its company in an effort to 

spearhead concrete and construction industry 

trends. The company recently partnered with 

BCMI to create the MyOzinga App. This mobile-

friendly app reduces the total cost of doing 

business for the entire supply chain by providing 

customers with real-time and historical data 

about their orders. Free to Ozinga customers, the 

MyOzinga App provides two different interfaces: 

one for finishers and one for supervisors. 

Additionally, Ozinga recently invested in 

state-of-the-art mixer trucks equipped with 

innovative technologies. The new fleet is 

lighter weight and consists of 2016 Kenworth 

W900 trucks that include a PX-9 engine, 

Allison 4500RDS transmission, Dana Spicer 

D2000 front axle, Bendix disc brakes, Bendix 

6S/6M ABS, and Hendrickson HMX460 rear 

suspension. Each one is also equipped with a 
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Leading the Way to Better Health

Methodist Hospitals’ TrueBeam 
unlocks new treatment for 
Northwest Indiana patients 
with cancer.
 

Rethink treatments to complex cancers. 
Methodist Hospitals’ revolutionary 
TrueBeam system opens the door to new 
treatments for the most challenging cancer 
cases, including lung, breast, abdomen, and 
head and neck.

Rethink treatment speed and precision. 
TrueBeam delivers fast, noninvasive, 
accurate image-guided treatments within 
just a few minutes per session. Its precision, 
measured in fractions of millimeters, exposes 
patients to 25 percent less X-ray doses 
than before.

Rethink patient comfort and safety. 
With shorter treatment times and quiet
operation, TrueBeam transforms the 
patient experience and creates a relaxing 
treatment environment.
 

Why travel to Chicago? Learn more 
about TrueBeam and the Methodist 
Hospitals Oncology Institute. 
Visit MethodistHospitals.org
or call 219-738-5598

Rethink
Cancer.
Rethink What’s Possible.

Smart Witness forward-facing camera system that 

records the truck’s movements for added safety. 

These trucks also include McNeilus Bridge Master 

mixers with 11-yard paver drums. The aluminum 

chutes are lighter and more durable, making them 

easier to work with while still successfully handling 

the toughest loads. 

Performance Plus 
Celebrating 100 Year 
Anniversary in Gary 

The Performance Companies, Inc. (Performance 

Plus) is celebrating 100 years of business in Gary, IN 

this year. The is a recognized WBE, and the company 

has been family owned and operated since 1917, 

beginning as Gary Window Cleaning by Aaron 

Weinraub. In that time, the company has passed 

through four generations of the original founder’s 

family, and today is under the direction of company 

President Paula Broutman. Performance Plus 

specializes in contract janitorial services to many 

different types of industries. 

Minnesota-Based Steel 
Producer Doubling in 
Size at Port of Indiana 

Ratner Steel Supply Company announced plans 

to expand its operations at the Port of Indiana-Burns 

Harbor in Portage, creating up to 37 new jobs by 

2019. The Roseville, Minnesota-based company will 

invest $8.83 million to nearly double the size of its 

facility at 655 George Nelson Drive in Portage. 

Construction is currently underway to add an 

additional 100,000 square feet and is expected to 

be complete by March 2017. With its growth, the 

company plans to improve its logistics efficiency by 

providing additional space for loading and unloading 

steel shipments. Ratner Steel produces 300,000 tons 

of steel annually and is currently operating at capacity 

24-hours each day. The project is being designed and 

built by Chester, Inc. Architectural & Construction 

Services of Valparaiso. 

Ratner Steel’s announcement follows the 

company’s decision in 2012 to locate a facility in 

Portage - its only facility outside Minnesota - when 

it committed to create 30 new Hoosier jobs. The 

company has since exceeded its previous hiring goal 

and currently employs more than 50 associates in 

Portage as part of its team of 125 associates in Indiana 

and Minnesota. The Indiana Economic Development 

Corporation offered Ratner Steel Supply Co. up 

to $260,000 in conditional tax credits based on the 

company’s job creation plans. The city of Portage 
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219.762.8054 • Portage, IN • www.solidplatforms.com

Scaffold Rental and Field Erection

2015 NWIBRT
EXCELLENCE IN SAFETY AWARD RECIPIENT

 
Solid Platforms, Inc. is a full 

service scaffold supplier with 

professionals available 

24 hours a day, 

7 days a week. 

Services we provide to 
our customers include:

• Rental & erection of 

 scaffolding systems

• Professional engineers

 to design a system

• Sidewalk canopies

• Trash chute rental 

 & installation

• Swing stage & 

 mobile scaffold 

 systems

2 0 1 5
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EXCELLENCE

CONTRACTORS
ASSOCIATION

NWI

Joining forces to provide 
outstanding craftsmanship,

leadership & education opportunities

We Stand For:

  • Professionalism

   • Service

    • Leadership

     • Integrity

     • Safety

     • Unionism

    

Iron Workers Local #395   /  219-763-7900  / www.ironworkers395.com
Construction Advancement Foundation  /  219-764-2883  / www.cafnwin.org
NWI Contractors Association   /  219-764-2883 / www.nwicontractors.org

approved additional incentives at the request of the Portage Economic 

Development Corporation.

Crown Point Adult Learning 
Center Announces New Location 

The Crown Point Adult Learning Center will be moving from 

Lakeview Square to a new location at the Crown Point Community 

Library on 122 North Main Street. The learning center offers a program 

which gives students an intensive, individualized skills review approach. 

This program is designed to prepare students to successfully complete the 

High School Equivalency exam (HSE), formerly the GED, by providing 

concentrated and focused instruction. In addition, they offer English as 

a Second Language (ESL) classes and brush up skills training with basic 

reading, writing, and math. Classes are free and there is a $20 registration 

fee to help cover supply costs.

Porter Expo Center Sets  
Best Performance Record in  
Ten Years

The Porter County Expo Center reported that it had achieved a 

positive 2016 year-end balance of over $80,000, the highest recorded in 

ten years and a 150% increase from 2015.  The Expo Center, a department 

of Porter County government, is intended to be a self-sustaining venue 

whose operating costs are not subsidized with taxpayer dollars.

Rental fees, deposits, liquor sales, and caterer commissions reflected 

a 7% increase from 2015. The introductory year of the new off-premises 

bar service catering increased revenues by nearly $24,000, and revenues 

from the Expo Center sponsored Garage Sales and New Year’s Eve Bash 

increased by 9%.

2016 payroll expenses increased by only $2,300 from 2015.  Utilities 

and insurance costs in 2016 were reduced by 21% from the previous year.  

Event expenses increased by only $6,500, which was expected due to the 

increase in the number of events hosted.  

Community Performs NWI’s First 
Minimally-Invasive Heart Valve 
Replacement Procedure

Cardiac specialists and cardiothoracic surgeons at Community 

Hospital in Munster successfully performed the first Transcatheter Aortic 

Valve Replacement (TAVR) procedures in Northwest Indiana. The less 

invasive technique gives hope to patients who suffer from severe heart 

disease, but who are not ideal candidates for a complex open heart surgery. 

TAVR is a less invasive approach to open heart surgery that does not 

require the patient to be placed on a bypass machine to breathe. Instead, 

under sedation, a catheter is inserted either into the chest or the groin area 

and threaded through an artery to the heart to deliver the replacement 

valve. The original damaged aortic valve is left in place. Once the new 

valve is set in position and expanded, it pushes the original valve leaflets 

out of the way and the tissue in the replacement valve takes over the job of 

regulating blood flow. Traditional valve replacement requires a complex 

open heart procedure with a “sternotomy” that surgically opens the chest 
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during the procedure. TAVR, in contrast, is 

performed with a small needle stick through the 

groin artery that leaves the chest intact. 

IU Northwest 
Announces 
Informatics Degree

The Indiana University Northwest College 

of Arts and Sciences recently announced a more 

flexible, online option for students seeking a 

bachelor’s degree in informatics, beginning 

in the Fall 2017 semester. The curriculum will 

be jointly administered by the campuses of IU 

Northwest, IU Kokomo, IU East, IU South Bend, 

IU Southeast, and Indiana University-Purdue 

University Indianapolis. A degree in informatics 

prepares students for such careers as systems 

and database analysts, network administrators, 

and web developers. 

The online informatics bachelor’s degree is 

designed to provide students with a foundation 

in computer skills supported by a strong 

theoretical base. This foundation enables 

graduates to enter the job market as information 

systems specialists. The fastest growing areas of 

study are bioinformatics and health informatics.

VU Adding  
Aviation Program

Valparaiso University’s College of Business 

is adding a new aviation program intended 

to prepare students for careers in airport 

management and potentially as a first step 

toward becoming a commercial pilot. The 

university will be partnering with Eagle 

Aircraft’s Flying School at Porter County to 

bring the program to life. Roughly 20,000 jobs 

in commercial flying are expected to be vacant 

in the coming years due to many current pilots 

reaching the mandatory 65-year retirement age, 

VU stated. The new program will help address 

that workforce need. 

$20M Project Could 
Spur Development

Chicago-based Vermilion Acquisitions 

has begun construction on a $20 million 

assisted living facility in Michigan City, which 

city officials have said could spark additional 

development. The new facility is a 140-150 

room unit that is expected to be complete in 

2018. Between 40 and 50 people are expected 

to be employed at the new location. Michigan 

City’s mayor, Ron Meer, has stated that the 

new assisted living facility’s proximity to the 

Woodruff Industrial Park could be a huge draw 

for the area. Plans for new developments there 

will be released in the coming months. 

Legacy Foundation 
Awards $378,000 
in Grants to Lake 
County Nonprofits 

At Legacy Foundation’s December board 

meeting, directors approved $378,000 in grants 

to agencies working in Lake County. “As Legacy 

reviews these applications, we are mindful 

that the funding requested serves important 

programs for Lake County children, families, 

and adults,” said Carolyn Saxton, president of 

Legacy Foundation.

Grant recipients include: Accion Chicago, 

American Legion Post, Autism Society of IN, 

Better Block Foundation, Boys & Girls Clubs 

NWI, Calumet Artist Residency, Chicagoland 

Immigrant Welcome Network, City of Gary 

Parks Department, City of Hobart, CRWorks, 
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Decay Devils, Devoted 2 Healing, Dunes 

Learning Center, Early Learning Partnership 

NWI, East Chicago Education Foundation, 

Food Bank NWI, Gary International Black Film 

Festival, Girls on the Run NWI, HealthLinc, 

Honor Flight Chicago, Hospice of the Calumet 

Area, Indiana Ballet Theatre, Indiana Parenting 

Institute, International Institute/LACASA, 

Maria Reiner Center, Miller Beach Arts & 

Creative District, Nazareth Home, Nelson 

Algren Society, Northwest Indiana Small 

Business Development Center, Pathway to 

Adventure Council-Boy Scouts of America, 

School City of Hobart, South Lake County 

Community Services, and South Shore Arts. 

Notre Dame 
Announces $2.5M 
Compressor 
Research Deal

The Notre Dame Turbomachinery 

Laboratory (NDTL) at the University of Notre 

Dame has entered into a 19-month, $2.5-million 

agreement with Doosan Heavy Industries 

& Construction Co. Ltd. (DHI) to conduct 

compressor research and testing to support the 

development of a 300-megawatt class power 

generation gas turbine. Testing will occur at 

NDTL’s 10MW compressor test cell, which is 

currently under construction with the goal of 

becoming fully operational this fall. Once the 

test cell is completed, NDTL will be home to one 

of the largest compressor research facilities at 

any university in the world.

The agreement is a milestone for NDTL, 

which continues to expand its capabilities 

into the global commercial power industry. 

The compressor test will study aerodynamic 

phenomena that even the most powerful 

computers cannot simulate. All design, analysis, 

fabrication, and assembly will take place at 

NDTL’s facility located at Ignition Park in  

South Bend, Ind.

NDTL is focused on research, testing, 

and workforce development for a wide range 

of applications that involve turbomachinery 

technology. NDTL’s new 28,000-square-foot, 

world-class facility offers experimental and 

numerical capabilities for the development of 

rotating machinery that requires high power 

levels and related specialized support. These 

capabilities create a shorter development path 

for new gas turbine engine technologies within 

any industry. NDTL is currently involved in 

research and product development for a variety 

of sponsors and collaborators, including Pratt & 

Whitney, General Electric, and Honeywell. ◆

Regional Cities 
Initiative to Support 
Fort Wayne Trails

The Indiana Economic Development 

Corporation (IEDC) has approved Regional 

Cities Initiative funding to support the 

continued development of the Fort Wayne Area 

Trail Network, specifically to build the Poka-

Bache Connector -- Indiana Visionary Trail 

through Fort Wayne, increasing wellness and 

connectivity in northeast Indiana. 

This project will support the funding of four 

segments of trails, just over six miles located in 

the city of Fort Wayne, connecting with 33 more 

miles of planned trails, bringing the Fort Wayne 

For your daily dose of Business Buzz, 
visit BuildingIndiana.com!
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Area Trail Network to 132 miles. The four 

segments will connect 22,688 residents within 

a half-mile of the trail and expand the existing 

trail grid for all residents. These trails will also 

assist in building the Allen County portion of 

the Indiana Visionary Trail, which will expand 

from Ouabache State Park in Bluffton to 

Pokagon State Park in Angola. The total project 

investment will cost $9.54 million, of which the 

state will be funding $1.8 million.

BF Goodrich 
Investing $100M 
in Woodburn

BF Goodrich Tire Manufacturing has 

announced plans to upgrade its Woodburn 

plant with a $100 million investment. Though 

no new jobs are expected to be created, company 

officials have stated that the 1,600 workers 

currently employed at the plant will be retained. 

The investment will be allocated towards 

modernizing the company’s manufacturing 

equipment technology. BF Goodrich has applied 

for a 10-year personal property tax abatement 

from the Allen County Council, which could 

save the company up to $3.5 million. 

IWU and Bethel 
College Partner for 
Health Program

Bethel College has entered into an agreement 

with Indiana Wesleyan University to provide a 4-1 

program in international health. Students can earn 

both a bachelor’s and master’s degree in just five 

years by beginning the Master of Public Health 

(MPH) program at IWU during their senior year 

in Bethel’s International Health program. 

Bethel is one of the only Christian colleges 

offering a bachelor’s degree in international 

health, which is one of the most challenging and 

rapidly expanding fields in health care today. 

Graduates are highly sought by government 

agencies and non-profit organizations as 

they seek to improve health at the individual, 

community, and national levels through 

various avenues including safe water, food 

security, environmental sustainability, economic 

development, and education. 

Bethel’s undergraduate program requires 

an international/intercultural field experience, 

which students have completed in places such 

as Kenya, Indonesia, Bolivia, and Spain. Because 

the IWU master’s program is online, students 

can build their résumé and complete additional 

fieldwork while finishing their graduate degree, 

gaining a competitive edge for employment. 

Prairie Farms 
Investing $8.7 Million 
in Fort Wayne Facility 

Prairie Farms, headquartered in Illinois, 

announced that an $8.7 million investment 

in its Fort Wayne facility is underway. The 

expansion will allow the company to add jobs, 

manufacture new specialty products, and 

expand its distribution footprint in the U.S. and 

Central America. 

The company plans to build an extension onto 

its existing manufacturing facility. Construction 

on the 22,500 square-foot expansion is expected 

to begin in April and be complete within 18 

months. It will include a new processing system, 

storage vessels, packaging lines, equipment to 

accommodate existing production, a cooler, and 

a dry storage warehouse. 

Prairie Farms’ officials stated that their 

decision to expand the Fort Wayne facility was 

due in part to incentives offered by the state as 

part of its strategy focus on expanding Indiana’s 

current dairy processors, attracting new dairy 

processing facilities, and adopting policies that 

support and improve dairy farming operations.

Jayco Adding 
300 Jobs

Jayco, a subsidiary of Thor Industries Inc., 

has kicked off a new project in Middlebury 

involving several new buildings. More than 

400,000 square feet of production space will be 

added to the company’s campus, and as many 

as 300 new jobs may result from the project. 

The company explained that the new facilities 

include two new manufacturing plants that will 

house the production of two of the company’s 

recreational vehicle lines. 

New Medical Device 
Manufacturer Opens 
in Fort Wayne

Global Medical Industries Inc., based in 

the Fort Wayne Urban Enterprise Center, is 

a newly-established company in addition to 

being the first minority-owned medical device 
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manufacturer in the Northeast Indiana region. 

Currently the company is small, with just four 

employees, but the owners have announced their 

intent to triple that number to twelve by the end 

of the year. The company makes instruments and 

implants that are used in surgical procedures 

and also produces a small line of products for 

the aerospace industry. Elevate Ventures, based 

in Indianapolis, provided the seed money that 

helped gain Global Medical Industries Inc. its 

initial traction. 

Three Projects 
Earmarked for  
$2.4M in Grants

The Northeast Indiana Regional 

Development Authority approved funding 

for three projects in Adams, Steuben, and 

Huntington counties. The approved grants 

will fund portions of the South Adams Trails 

project, the Enterprise Center in Steuben 

County, and the United Brethren Block in 

Huntington County. The grants total about 

$2.4 million of the $42 million awarded to 

northeast Indiana through the state’s Regional 

Cities Initiative. The South Adams Trail project, 

which will connect Berne and Geneva trails to 

the Poka-Bache Connector trail system, will 

involve reconstruction of two historic Pratt 

Truss iron rail bridges to link trails across the 

Wabash River. The $498,000 grant awarded 

by the RDA represents about 16 percent of 

the project’s total $3.6 million cost. Steuben 

County’s Enterprise Center will renovate a 

70,000 square-foot, five-building campus on 4.5 

acres of land near downtown Angola into office 

space, business incubators, and worker training. 

The approved $323,000 grant represents about 

17 percent of the $1.9 million overall cost. 

The United Brethren Block will partner with 

Huntington University and Pathfinder Services 

to develop space to foster innovation and 

entrepreneurship. The development will also 

include 35 apartments above the facility. The 

project was awarded a $1.6 million grant, about 

20 percent of the $8 million total cost.

Kissinger Electric 
Builds New Facility

Local family-owned business, Kissinger 

Electric recently announced it would expand 

its operations and build a new facility in Park 

30 Business Park, Columbia City, adding eight 

new jobs to their current workplace. Kissinger 

Electric is an electrical contracting company 

serving northern Indiana, and is currently 

located at 1961 E. Bair Road in Columbia City. 

The company will relocate and build a new 

7,700-square-foot facility on a vacant lot located 

on S. Progress Court in Park 30 Business Park.

New Pediatric 
Orthopedic Company 
Opens in Warsaw

WishBone Medical, Inc., a new pediatric 

orthopedic company, has officially announced 

they are opening in Warsaw, IN. WishBone 

Medical is focused on being an industry leader 

in the Pediatric Orthopedic market by providing 

proprietary products through a capital efficient 

business model. The company was founded 

by Nick A. Deeter. In 2006, Deeter started 

OrthoPediatrics because he saw an unmet need 

in the pediatric orthopedic space. Deeter felt 

the standards for treatment in children were 

unacceptable and that the use of adult medical 

devices in these children could not continue. 

These patients needed medical devices that were 

designed for their smaller anatomy and unique 
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needs. Deeter worked with engineers and 

surgeons to develop products that could meet 

the needs of growing children.

WishBone Medical is developing new and 

innovative products that will address the needs 

of children, such as: implants that correct 

deformities of long bones, sports related injuries, 

foot and ankle deformities, trauma, spinal and 

thoracic deformities, biologics, and preventative 

body armor.

University Reopens 
Library After $11M 
Renovations 

The Walter E. Helmke Library on the 

Indiana University–Purdue University (IPFW) 

campus is opening its doors once again after 

being closed during 2016 to undergo the most 

extensive renovation in the building’s 44-year 

history, costing $11 million. 

The Helmke Library aims to be a hub of 

innovative learning and will feature free access 

to: a physical and virtual space connected 

through an upgraded power grid, network, 

and Wi-Fi access; public access to Indiana’s 

Statewide Remote Circulation Service (SRCS), 

linking 52 academic libraries, 113 libraries, and 

two special libraries, including the Indiana State 

Library; new computing facilities throughout, 

a high-end computer lab, and a digital 

teaching/learning classroom; a new grand 

staircase that connects the first floor to the 

second-floor Learning Commons; and digital 

collections showcasing scholarly and creative 

accomplishments and archival collections 

of IPFW faculty, students, alumni, and staff, 

developed in cooperation with community 

partners such as the Allen County-Fort Wayne 

Historical Society.

From the beginning, the library has been 

open to the public. In addition to serving the 

IPFW academic community, the library is often 

visited by high school students, students from 

other colleges, and professionals and others 

seeking information not available in local 

libraries. All Indiana residents are eligible for 

library cards. 

$9.8M Project Begins
Construction has begun on the $9.8 million 

Superior Lofts project in downtown Fort Wayne. 

Seventy-two high-end apartments and 21,000 

square feet of commercial space will be built 

within the former Graphic Packaging Facility, 

which has been vacant since 2010. RealAmerica 

Companies is the developer of the project and 

has said completion is expected in the summer 

of 2018. Indiana Economic Development Corp., 

STAR Financial Bank, and others have invested 

in the project. ◆

Tech Firm Adding 190 
High-Wage Jobs

Clear Software, the market leader and 

sole provider of simplified business software, 

announced plans to expand its operations in 

Boone County, creating up to 190 new high-

wage jobs. Clear Software, which currently 

operates out of the zWORKS co-working space 

at 85 E Cedar St., plans to invest $700,000 to 

lease a larger office at 10 S Main St. in Zionsville. 

With relocation expected to begin at the end of 

December, the new office building will allow the 

company to accommodate its growing team and 

Central
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Serving Northern Indiana, S.W. Michigan and S.E. Chicagoland

will provide space for pingpong tables, movie screens, and other unique 

employee benefits. 

Clear Software provides businesses with a cloud-based platform-as-

a-service (PaaS) that makes business software easy to use, serving clients 

throughout the U.S., including Blue Cross Blue Shield and Seventy Seven 

Energy. Since its launch, the company has secured $2 million in venture 

capital funding and has utilized the state’s venture capital investment 

program to help attract investment. The Indiana Economic Development 

Corporation offered Clear Software up to $2,500,000 in conditional tax 

credits and up to $100,000 in training grants based on the company’s job 

creation plans. The town of Zionsville and the Boone County Economic 

Development Corporation support the project. 

First Merchants Corporation 
and the Arlington Bank 
Announce Merger

First Merchants Bank, a wholly-owned subsidiary of First Merchants 

Corporation, and The Arlington Bank announced they have executed a 

definitive merger agreement whereby The Arlington Bank will merge with 

and into First Merchants Bank.

Founded in 1998, and based in Upper Arlington, Ohio, The Arlington 

Bank operates three banking center locations in the Columbus, Ohio area. 

The Arlington Bank has total assets of $305 million, total loans of $244 

million, and total deposits of $260 million (92% of which are core) and 

also earned a 1.35% return on average assets and an 11.93% return on 

average equity on a trailing twelve-month basis.

The overall transaction is valued at approximately $75.8 million, or 

approximately 2.15x Arlington’s tangible book value and 19.1x the last 

twelve months’ earnings. The transaction is expected to be completed mid-

year 2017, subject to the approval of The Arlington Bank shareholders, 

regulatory approvals, and other customary closing conditions. The 

combined financial institution expects to complete integration activities 

by the end of 2017. Based upon current financials, The Arlington Bank 

and First Merchants will have combined assets of $7.4 billion and First 

Merchants will remain the second largest financial holding company 

headquartered in Indiana. 

Cummins’s New Facility  
Opens in Indy

Cummins Inc. (NYSE: CMI) celebrated the opening of its new $30M 

global distribution business headquarters in downtown Indianapolis 

earlier this year. City officials are hoping the new facility will serve 

as a draw for talented workers in the coming months, particularly 

those with STEM backgrounds. The new space encompasses roughly 

170,000-square-feet and will house about 450 employees. The company’s 

primary headquarters will remain in Columbus.

Riverview Health Announces 
New Westfield Hospital 

Riverview Health announced that its Board of Trustees approved 

plans to expand the scope of services at its new facility at the northeast 

corner of state Route 32 and U.S. Route 31 in Westfield, which is set to 
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open in late 2017. The 108,000-square-foot hospital will include inpatient 

beds, three surgery suites, and an emergency room. Previous plans for the 

building included only outpatient services.

To improve energy efficiency, the building has a high-performance 

envelope and a geothermal mechanical system with 130 wells. LED lights 

will be used throughout, and large amounts of glass provide natural daylight. 

In an effort to consider the entire patient experience, the interior design will 

focus on the well-being of patients and their loved ones while integrating 

key features for staff. Many of the spaces are designed to invoke a relaxing 

hospitality ambiance to create a calming environment. In addition, the site 

promotes walking and bicycling to connect with the broader community 

while also providing ample green space with native vegetation.

State Provides $12.9M to  
Reduce Infant Mortality

The Indiana State Department of Health (ISDH) announced it has 

awarded $12.9 million in competitive grants to hospitals, healthcare groups, 

and nonprofit organizations for projects designed to help reduce Indiana’s 

infant mortality rate. Ten entities will receive funding through the state’s 

Safety PIN (Protecting Indiana’s Newborns) grant program. Lawmakers 

appropriated a total of $13.5 million for grants and development of a mobile 

application designed to help connect pregnant women with resources and 

reduce Indiana’s infant mortality rate.

A total of 31 entities applied for the Safety PIN grants. Applications 

were evaluated on a number of criteria, which included innovation, 

community partnerships, and geographical location. Projects chosen to 

move forward include ones focused on safe sleep practices, prenatal care, 

smoking cessation, one-on-one home visiting, and key demographic 

groups with higher infant mortality rates, such as teenagers and African-

American and Hispanic women. A list of recipients can be viewed  

at www.buildingindiana.com. 

130 New Jobs Headed  
for Boone County

The Boone County Economic Development Corporation (Boone EDC) 

announced Hachette Book Group’s plans to expand again in the Lebanon 

Business Park. Hachette Book Group leased a third building in the Lebanon 

Business Park in early 2016, and with this expansion, Hachette Book Group 

anticipates creating up to 130 new jobs. The Lebanon Redevelopment 

Commission and the Lebanon City Council approved incentives at the 

request of the Boone EDC. Among these incentives is a reimbursable 

training grant. The company currently occupies nearly two million square 

feet of space in the Lebanon Business Park. 

North Street Redevelopment 
Project Begins Construction  
in Fishers

The One North project, announced in June of 2016 by Envoy, Inc. and 

Hageman Group, is officially under construction in the Nickel Plate District 

in downtown Fishers, IN. The nearly $45 million project includes a parking 

garage and a mixed-use building that features unique, street-level live-work 

apartment units. 
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Building Indiana.

With property acquired and demolition 

complete, construction on the parking garage 

and mixed-use building is in full swing. The 

project includes a regional 526-space parking 

garage and a mixed-use development with 

approximately 220 residential units, including 13 

live-work units. The residential units are slated 

for studios, one- and two-bedroom apartments 

and will introduce the live-work unit concept to 

Fishers’ downtown district.

The One North development is located 

on the northwest corner of North Street and 

Lantern Road, a block north of The Edge—

Envoy Inc.’s first redevelopment project in the 

area. Construction is expected to be complete 

by the end of 2018. 

Donation Mobile  
App Startup Adding 
40 Jobs

Givelify, which connects donors with 

charities, churches, and religious organizations 

through its mobile application, announced 

plans to expand its operations in downtown 

Indianapolis, creating up to 40 new high-wage 

jobs by 2020. The homegrown Hoosier company 

will triple the size of its office in the Majestic 

Building in downtown Indianapolis, growing its 

total footprint in the building to 3,000 square feet.

The Indiana Economic Development 

Corporation offered Givelify LLC up to $90,000 

in training grants and up to $410,000 in 

conditional tax credits based on the company’s 

job creation plans. These incentives are 

performance-based, meaning until Hoosiers 

are hired, the company is not eligible to claim 

incentives. The city of Indianapolis supports 

the project in partnership with Develop Indy, a 

business unit of the Indy Chamber. 

Launched in December 2013, Givelify is now 

the world’s most downloaded mobile application 

for giving. Dedicated to helping nonprofit 

organizations regardless of budget or the 

socioeconomic status of the communities they 

serve, Givelify has helped these organizations 

raise more than $100 million.

Dental Clinic Expands 
with Second Location

24 Hour Dental Care, an emergency dental 

clinic in Indianapolis, has recently opened a 

second location on the northern end of the 

city. Company officials stated that two more 

locations are being planned, which will result 

in a total of about 75 new jobs once all three 

are operational near the end of this year. The 

company is currently seeking to hire dentists, 

dental assistants, and additional office staff. 

Concrete 
Manufacturer 
Doubling Headcount, 
Increasing Support 
for Infrastructure

Sanders Pre-Cast Concrete Systems Inc. a 

designer, manufacturer, and developer of pre-

cast concrete, announced plans to expand its 

operations in Boone County, creating up to 39 

new jobs by 2021. The company will invest more 

than $1.5 million to expand, renovate, and equip 

its current 175,000-square-foot facility at 6142 S 

Indianapolis Road in Whitestown. Sanders Pre-

Cast will renovate its existing 48,000-square-foot 

building, allowing the company to produce large 

insulated warehouse walls and provide service 

for on-site installations. The company began 

renovations in late 2016 and expects to begin 
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We’re local people, making local decisions, providing local service.
Let us show you how we can help your business grow and succeed.

We Offer Business Lending Solutions.

operations soon, with plans to begin shipping 

products and providing on-site installations in 

spring of 2017. 

The Indiana Economic Development 

Corporation offered Sanders Pre-Cast up to 

$175,000 in conditional tax credits and $29,000 

in training grants based on the company’s 

job creation plans. These tax incentives are 

performance-based, meaning until Hoosiers 

are hired, the company is not eligible to claim 

incentives. The town of Whitestown approved 

additional incentives at the request of the Boone 

County Economic Development Corporation.  

Pharmaceutical 
Distributor Adding  
50 Jobs

MD Logistics, a third-party logistics 

firm, announced plans to expand its Indiana 

operations, creating up to 50 new jobs in 2017. 

The homegrown Hoosier company will invest 

more than $3.7 million to renovate its current 

operations in Plainfield, creating additional 

pharmaceutical-grade storage capacity for 

global and domestic clients in the life sciences 

and medical device industries. The company 

is upgrading its 173,000-square-foot facility, 

which opened in 2015, to expand its frozen and 

refrigerated pharmaceutical storage capabilities. 

The renovation, which is expected to be 

complete next month, will allow MD Logistics 

to support increasing market demands, 

including a new contract with a large global  

pharmaceutical company.

 The Indiana Economic Development 

Corporation (IEDC) offered MD Logistics Inc. 

and its sister company, MD Express Inc., up to 

$255,000 in conditional tax credits based on 

the company’s job creation plans. The town of 

Plainfield approved additional incentives at the 

request of the Hendricks County Economic 

Development Partnership.

Global Company 
Picks Grant County 
for Growth,  
High-Wage Jobs

General Cable Corporation (NYSE: BGC), 

one of the largest wire and cable manufacturing 

companies in the world, announced plans to 

expand its operations in Grant County, investing 

more than $18 million and creating up to 30 new 

jobs. The Highland Heights, Kentucky-based 

company, which also operates Indiana facilities 

in Indianapolis and Lebanon, will expand and 

equip its current 745,000-square-foot facility at 

440 E 8th St. in Marion. Construction, which 

is expected to begin this spring, will add an 

additional 30,000 square feet and is expected to 

be complete in October. 

The Indiana Economic Development 

Corporation offered General Cable Industries 

Inc. up to $230,000 in conditional tax credits 

based on the company’s job creation plans. 

These tax incentives are performance-based, 

meaning until Hoosiers are hired, the company 

is not eligible to claim incentives. In addition, 

the IEDC will provide the Grant County 

Economic Growth Council (GCEGC) with up 

to $120,000 in infrastructure assistance from 

the state’s Industrial Development Grant Fund. 

The Marion City Council approved additional 

incentives, and the GCEGC worked closely 

with General Cable and the city of Marion in 

providing technical assistance. 

For your daily dose of Business Buzz, 
visit BuildingIndiana.com!
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Facing the industry’s toughest 
challenges head-on
You want a contractor who can keep you a step ahead. 

Graycor Industrial brings over eight decades of experience to the 

power, metals and process markets. We deliver expertise for your 

toughest challenges, self performance capabilities for your most 

sophisticated jobs, and planning for the long term. Think beyond 

what you need today. Start building something more. 

Call (630) 684-7110

Industrial Constructors Inc.

Metals     Power     Process www.graycor.com

Four Business Parks 
Become Fiber Ready

Muncie-Delaware County Economic 

Development Alliance announced that four 

business parks in Delaware County have 

become AT&T Fiber Ready. The four parks, 

Airpark Industrial Park, Industria Centre 

Industrial Park, Certified Technology Park, and 

Park One Business Park, are the first sites in 

Delaware County to receive fiber optic internet 

connectivity. Economic development officials 

in the area have stated they predict the new 

high-speed designation will help attract new 

businesses to the area. 

$6M Boost 
Expands Advanced 
Manufacturing and 
Logistics Education 
Programs

The Central Indiana Corporate Partnership 

(CICP) Foundation has been awarded a $6 

million grant from Lilly Endowment Inc. for its 

advanced manufacturing and logistics (AML) 

initiative, Conexus Indiana. The 3-year grant 

will allow Conexus Indiana to continue growing 

its successful education and outreach programs 

supporting Indiana’s AML industries. This is 

the largest single grant Conexus Indiana has 

received since it was launched in 2007. 

The grant will be used to increase the 

number of students, companies, and schools 

that participate in Conexus Indiana talent 

development programs for high school students. 

The initiative will also continue to develop 

and grow post-secondary programs to meet 

specialized industry needs, such as those in the 

logistics, automotive, and aerospace industries. 

Advanced manufacturing and logistics are 

high-tech industry sectors with more than 

11,000 middle-skill jobs in Indiana to fill each 

year. These jobs require workers who have 

earned at least an associate degree or industry-

recognized credentials. Conexus Indiana’s talent 

development programs are designed to stem 

the middle-skills gap and prepare high school 

students for careers in the AML industry. 

Distributor Triples 
Facilities in 
Brownsburg 

Life Science Logistics, which is 

headquartered in Texas, is about to wrap up 

construction on a $3 million expansion at its 

facilities in Brownsburg. The building is a nearly 

200,000-square-foot medical device distribution 

warehouse, which the company tripled in size 

with its recent construction project. Roughly 

100 jobs are going to be added as a result of the 

growth, and about 30 of which have already 

been hired. Operations are expected to be up 

and running in early 2017. 

$40M Culinary 
Center Planned

The City of Fishers announced a proposed 

development featuring a culinary and 

entertainment center. The development, called 

The Yard, is a private investment of at least 

$40 million planned for the southeast corner 

of 116th Street and IKEA Way. Proposed on 

17 acres by Thompson Thrift Retail Group, the 

culinary and entertainment center intends to 

attract first-class amenities and local culinary 

entrepreneurs to Fishers. The development 

plans to house a collective of 10-12 individual 

concepts; however, the exact site-plan may shift 

depending on demand in the area. 

In the heart of the development, situated on 

an acre of greenspace, a shared culinary center 

will foster the advancement of the culinary arts 
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and entrepreneurship in the greater-Fishers 

area. The city will master lease two 1,500-square-

foot buildings to be used as a culinary and/

or restaurant accelerator. While details on the 

accelerator effort are still being finalized, Mayor 

Fadness has asked the Indiana Restaurant and 

Lodging Association to assist in the concept 

development to ensure the endeavor meets the 

needs of the industry. 

Arizona Company 
Expanding Indy Office

Levementum, an Arizona-based customer 

relationship management consulting firm, 

has announced that it will be expanding its 

Indianapolis office by up to 25 jobs in 2017. The 

company has additional offices in California 

and Texas. Officials stated that the decision to 

add additional workers in Indy was brought 

about by several new customers, including 

Bankrate, Beachbody LLC, Politico, and Grand  

Canyon University.

Eli Lilly and Company 
Announces $960M 
Acquisition 

Eli Lilly and Company (NYSE: LLY) 

and CoLucid Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (NASD: 

CLCD) announced an agreement for Lilly 

to acquire CoLucid for $46.50 per share or 

approximately $960 million. This all-cash 

transaction will enhance Lilly’s existing 

portfolio in pain management for migraines, 

while adding a potential near-term launch to its  

late-stage pipeline.

CoLucid Pharmaceuticals is a public 

biopharmaceutical company developing an 

oral 5-HT1F agonist (lasmiditan) for the acute 

treatment of migraines. More than 36 million 

people suffer from migraines in the United 

States alone. Lasmiditan, if approved, would 

be a first-in-class therapy to treat migraines 

through a novel mechanism of action without 

vasoconstriction. This could be desirable in 

migraine patients who have, or are at risk for, 

cardiovascular disease, as well as those who are 

dissatisfied with their current therapies.

Lasmiditan is an important addition to Lilly’s 

emerging pain management pipeline, which 

includes galcanezumab, a potential medicine in 

Phase 3 clinical development for the prevention 

of migraine and cluster headaches. In addition, 

tanezumab is being studied, in collaboration 

with Pfizer, for the treatment of multiple 

pain indications, including osteoarthritis, 

lower back, and cancer pain. Lasmiditan was 

originally discovered at Lilly and was out-

licensed to CoLucid in 2005. Over the past 12 

years, CoLucid has taken important steps to 

decrease the risk related to development and 

commercialization of lasmiditan. 

FDA Approves 
New Hoosier-Made 
Diabetes Drug

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration 

(FDA) has approved Eli Lilly and Co.’s (NYSE: 

LLY) new drug for adults with type 2 diabetes. 

When used along with diet and exercise, 

SYNJARDY XR is indicated to improve blood 

sugar in adults with type 2 diabetes when both 

empagliflozin and metformin can be taken. It is 

marketed by Boehringer Ingelheim and Eli Lilly 

and Company (NYSE: LLY).

The FDA approval of SYNJARDY XR 

is based on results from multiple clinical 

trials examining the co-administration of 

empagliflozin and metformin, alone or in 

combination with sulfonylurea, in the treatment 

of adults with type 2 diabetes. SYNJARDY XR 

is not for the treatment of type 1 diabetes or 

diabetic ketoacidosis.
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Indy Tech  
Company Adding 
Dozens of Jobs

PactSafe, a provider of in-house legal teams 

and software developers with a legal system of 

record, continues to gain momentum heading 

into 2017 by announcing significant growth, 

the addition of new enterprise customers, and a 

number of game-changing enhancements to its 

platform. The company plans to add over 20 new 

employees this year as part of an expansion plan 

calling for a total of 90 jobs by 2020. 

In 2016, PactSafe added over 100 new 

customers and processed millions of legal events 

including clickwrap acceptances, signatures, 

and legal terms presented inside websites and 

apps. These key highlights contributed to a 

phenomenal 2000% growth in revenue over the 

last year. Along with the growth in revenue and 

onboarding of top tier enterprise customers, 

PactSafe more than doubled its number of 

employees in 2016. The company plans to 

continue its growth, hiring, and adoption in 

2017. The SaaS company recently moved to a 

new space in Broad Ripple to accommodate its 

growing workforce.

Florida-Based 
Company Creating 
125 Indiana Jobs

Green Circle Health, a provider of health 

care management and wellness platforms 

designed to empower families to make healthier 

lifestyle decisions and improve outcomes, 

announced plans to locate its Client Services 

Center in Carmel, creating up to 125 new jobs 

by 2022.

 The Pensacola, Florida-based company will 

invest nearly $1 million to lease and furnish 

office space in Indiana over the next five years. 

The company opened an initial 1,000-square-

foot office at 9640 Commerce Drive in Carmel 

on Jan. 1 and plans to expand its footprint as its 

Indiana team grows. Clinical professionals at the 

company’s Client Services Center will provide 

remote health care and coaching for GCH 

Platform users anywhere in the U.S., helping 

improve the coordination of care and treatment 

of chronic disease and illness. Through the 

tracking and analysis of users’ medical records 

and real-time health data, the GCH Platform 

is designed to help people use one platform to 

make informed decisions for leading healthier 

lives. The Indiana Economic Development 

Corporation offered Simple Healthcare LLC 

(dba Green Circle Health) up to $1,000,000 

in conditional tax credits and up to $131,250 

in training grants based on the company’s job 

creation plans. 

New Life for Muncie’s 
Old Sears Building

Roebuck LLC has announced plans for 

a $7.5 million redevelopment of the former 

Sears building and parking lot in Muncie, 

which has received approval from the Muncie 

Redevelopment Commission. The project 

involves 42 residential housing units, which 

city officials have said is a great addition to its 

downtown housing portfolio, and also more 

than 20,000 square feet of commercial space. 

The company also announced that it will be 

adding about 45,000 square feet of new space to 

the building as well as improving its façade. 

In an economic development agreement 

between the city and Roebuck, the city will 

transfer the parking lot to the company after 

Roebuck has fully financed the project. TIF funds 

will be used once the project is in its final phases. 

tradewindsnwi.org

HONORING 

OUR HISTORY

SERVING 

SINCE 1967

presenting 
sponsor featuring DINNER  •  RECOGNITIONS  •  LIVE & SILENT AUCTION  •  LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

RSVP by April 14th. Register at www.gala24.gesture.com. Email events@tradewindservices.org or contact Deb Kiefer at (219) 945.0100, ext. 318.

SATURDAY, APRIL 29, 2017  THE VENUE AT HORSESHOE CASINO
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As we celebrate our 10 years 
of service in the healthcare 
community, we continue to
accelerate at being the 3rd 

largest LTAC in America 
specializing in:

     • Ventilator Weaning
     • Acute Care for Complex
        Medical Conditions
     • Extensive Wound Care

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT LONG 
TERM ACUTE CARE VISIT US AT:

VHNWINDIANA.COM

Getting you
back to better.

WE ARE THE SPIRITS OF HEALTHCARE

Specialty Shoe 
Manufacturer 
Relocating Operations 
to Indiana

Healer Health, a health care company 

specializing in the manufacture of diabetic 

shoes and orthopedic anatomical supports, 

announced plans to relocate the operations 

of Kentucky-based Hylan Shoe Company to 

Zionsville, Indiana, creating up to 25 new 

jobs by 2021. The company, which acquired 

Hylan Shoe Company in March 2016, will 

invest $635,000 to open a 10,000-square-foot 

distribution center in the Mayflower Business 

Park in Zionsville, relocating from a facility in 

Owensboro, Kentucky. 

Healer Health is owned by health and life 

science entrepreneur Todd Katz who was the 

former owner of Bell-Horn, an orthopedic 

manufacturer that was sold in 2011 to DJO 

Global, a Blackstone Private Equity entity. Katz 

was also the founder of Home Health Depot, 

one of Indiana’s largest providers of home health 

care products, before selling the company in 

2004. The IEDC offered Healer Health LLC 

up to $185,000 in conditional tax credits and 

up to $40,000 in training grants based on the 

company’s job creation plans. The town of 

Zionsville approved additional incentives at 

the request of the Boone County Economic 

Development Corporation.

ISU Working on 
Engineering Degree

A new engineering major will be considered 

by the Indiana Commission for Higher 

Education after the Indiana State University 

Board of Trustees gave it their approval. The 

Bachelor of Science in engineering will offer 

three concentration options of civil, industrial, 

and mechanical and will help fill a growing 

demand for engineering professionals. Housed 

in the College of Technology, the new major 

will build on the already successful engineering 

technology programs there.

College of Technology faculty worked 

not only with industry partners, but also 

with engineering consultants such as Robert 

Warrington and John Steadman. The consultants 

will help ensure the program will obtain the 

coveted accreditation of the Accreditation 

Board of Engineering and Technology (ABET). 

Additionally, the college utilized the American 

Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Vision 

2030 document to help frame the new degree. 

Warrington was the lead author on the Vision 

2030 report. If approved by the ICHE, the new 

engineering major will take effect Fall 2017.

$8.9M Kokomo  
Solar Project  
Now Operational  

Alterra Power Corp. and Inovateus Solar 

LLC have announced that their 7 megawatt 

solar project in Kokomo is now complete and 

fully operational. A previously announced $8.9 

million construction loan was repaid via a $5 

million 10-year term loan and $4 million tax 

equity investment, both provided by 1st Source 

Bank based in South Bend. 

Alterra will hold a majority interest of at 

least 85% in the project, with final partnership 

allocation adjustments to occur in the first 

quarter of 2017. Alterra will manage the project, 

which will sell 100% of its power under a 20-year 

agreement with Duke Energy Indiana. 

Inovateus managed the construction of 

the project and also provides operations and 
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maintenance services under a long-term contract. 

The project provides 7 megawatts of clean power 

capacity to the community and is located on a 

remediated Superfund parcel of land that was 

formerly home to a steel producer. ◆

Lincoln Memorial 
Bridge Project 
Wraps Up

The Indiana Department of Transportation 

announced the Lincoln Memorial Bridge 

spanning the Wabash River is now open to traffic. 

The announcement comes after the substantial 

completion of a $3.2 million project to rehabilitate 

the historical bridge connecting downtown 

Vincennes to Westport, Illinois. Previously, the 

project was expected to take 180 days; however, 

due to good weather and time management, 

crews were able to complete the bridge resurface 

nearly four months earlier than expected. 

Beaty Construction was the lead contractor 

on the project. Work included cleaning, 

joint sealing, façade repair, and pavement 

rehabilitation. The project was originally 

scheduled to take place in March; however, 

crews discovered the bridge was a roosting 

site for the endangered Indiana bat. Federal 

regulations restrict work that could potentially 

disturb the habitat of the Indiana bat between 

April 1 and Oct. 1. During the restriction period, 

contractors were able to perform light activities 

including painting and cleaning operations.

Logistics Firm 
Expanding 
Headquarters, 
Adding 61 Jobs

TPS Industrial Services, an integrated 

logistics solution provider, announced plans to 

expand its headquarters in Indiana, creating up 

to 61 new jobs by 2020. 

Established in 2014 with a single truck and 

driver, the certified women- and minority-

owned business has grown significantly in the 

last two years and currently employs 15 full-

time Hoosiers. The company, which has already 

hired six full-time employees toward its goal of 

61, plans to immediately hire four more full-

time positions and will begin hiring for CDL 

drivers, dispatchers, and sales executives in the 

next six months. The new positions are expected 

to pay salaries 25 percent higher than the state’s 

average wage. 

To accommodate its growing team, TPS 

will invest nearly $3.5 million over the next two 

years, with plans to construct a new headquarters 

in Bartholomew County. The company’s new 

terminal will expand TPS’ headquarters footprint 

by 50,000 square feet and also allow the company 

to house its distribution and fulfillment center 

on site. With its growth, the company will also 

purchase additional trucks and trailers in order 

to meet rising demand from customers to ship 

dry goods, plastic parts, automotive supplies, 

and canned goods across the United States. The 

Indiana Economic Development Corporation 

offered TPS Industrial Services up to $500,000 

in conditional tax credits and up to $40,000 

in training grants based on the company’s job 

creation plans.

Specialty Health 
Company Announces 
100 New Jobs

McKesson Specialty Health, a Texas firm 

that is affiliated with the US Oncology Network 

and Vantage Oncology, has announced plans 

to establish a new 14,000-square-foot regional 

billing office in Evansville. The new location is 

expected to be open in 2017 and will employ 

over 100 people. 

Evansville Regional 
Airport to Undergo 
Renovations

The Indiana Economic Development 

Corporation (IEDC) has approved Regional 

Cities Initiative funding to support the 

renovation of the Evansville Regional Airport 

Terminal. The Evansville Regional Terminal 

Building was designed 30 years ago and 

must undergo infrastructure updates in 

order to remain functional and competitive. 

Functional improvements to the airport include 

reconfiguring the TSA security gates, increasing 

the utilization of jet ways, and updating 

their terminal’s restrooms, restaurants, and 

parking. Additionally, the airport will undergo 

renovations to update its appearance.

The updated terminal will improve the 

region’s connectivity and help local companies 

grow their businesses, attract talent, develop 

new customers, and improve the quality of 

supply chains. Design work and bid packages 

should be finished within the coming weeks. 

Total project investment is $12.36 million, of 

which the state is providing $5 million. 

Manufacturing 
Students Earn While 
They Learn

Ivy Tech Community College Southwest has 

kicked off a new program aimed at prepping 

students for careers in advanced manufacturing. 

The new program is part of Skill UP Indiana! and 

is designed to educate and inform students while 

they earn $12.50 per hour during their entire 

enrollment in the 11-week program. Courses 

include five weeks of class time (40 hours per 

week) as well as on-the-job training, and potential 

for direct hire with local companies. The program 

was created via partnership with the Southwest 

Indiana Workforce Coalition (SWIWC). 

In late 2016, Ivy Tech Southwest received 

a grant for the Skill UP Indiana! Program 

totaling $666,506 from the Indiana Department 

of Workforce Development to provide sector-

focused training and education programs for in-

demand occupations in the Southwest region. 

SWIWC partners include:  ORG CHEM 

Group; BWX Technologies, Inc.; FLANDERS; 

Junior Achievement of Southwestern Indiana; 

Koch Enterprises, Inc.; Toyota Motor 

Manufacturing Indiana; Toyota Boshoku 

Indiana, LLC.; Wabash Plastics; Berry Plastics; 

Mead Johnson Nutrition; WorkOne Southwest; 

and Ivy Tech Community College Southwest. 

Additional opportunities for other business and 

industry involvement is available.

$600M Investment 
Creating 400  
New Jobs

Toyota Motor Manufacturing of Indiana 

(TMMI) announced plans to invest $600 million 

in its Princeton operations, creating up to 400 

new jobs by the end of 2019. TMMI, which 

celebrated its 20th anniversary last year, is the 

only location where the Highlander, Sequoia, 

and Sienna are manufactured. The company 

will make its investment to meet the growing 

demand for the Highlander midsize SUV and to 

modernize TMMI’s entire 4 million-square-foot 

plant. The investment will be used for retooling, 

new equipment, and advanced technologies to 
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make the plant more competitive. The project, 

which is scheduled to begin in 2019 with 

hiring beginning in late 2018, will increase its 

production of the Toyota Highlander by 40,000 

vehicles annually. 

The Indiana Economic Development 

Corporation will offer TMMI training grants from 

the Skills Enhancement Fund to reimburse up to 

50 percent of the company’s eligible workforce 

training costs over a two-year period. These 

incentives are performance-based, meaning the 

company must provide workforce training to its 

employees in order to claim incentives. 

Work Progressing on 
$30M Development

Demolition work has begun at the site of a 

$30 million development in downtown Jasper, 

formerly the Jasper Cabinet Factory. Once 

complete, the new River Center will feature a 

hotel, residential space, and commercial space. 

Boxer Girl LLC is serving as the developer for 

the project and is coordinating the 80-room 

hotel through a partnership with General Hotels 

Corp. The site will also include 75 apartments 

and 36,000 square feet of retail/office space. The 

design firms working on this project include 

Cripe Architects Engineers, Taylor Seifker 

Williams Design Group, and CWC Latitudes.

Construction 
Completes on $61M 
Evansville Hotel

Construction has concluded on the $61 

million DoubleTree convention hotel in 

Evansville. The new building is located next to 

the Indiana University Medical School, which is 

still under construction. The new hotel includes 

a restaurant, bar area, gym, swimming pool, and 

space for meetings. A skybridge connects the 

new hotel to the Ford Center and Old National 

Events Plaza. 

Sealant Manufacturer 
Expands Operations 
in Evansville 

The City of Evansville and economic 

development partners at the Growth Alliance 

for Greater Evansville are pleased to announce 

the expansion of MultiSeal Inc., a manufacturer 

of sealants and adhesives, creating 25 new jobs 

over the next 5 years. 

The Evansville-based manufacturer will 

invest nearly $700,000 on a current development 

project to build a warehouse for their products 

processed at their 4320 Hitch Peters Road 

location. With this expansion, the company also 

plans to add new process lines. 

Founded in 1991, MultiSeal possesses a 

portfolio of significant compounding, profile 

extrusion, and processes targeting automotive 

manufacturers, automotive aftermarket, and 

industrial products. The company continues to 

renew and expand its services through research 

and development. The company currently 

employs more than 90 associates with plans to 

hire 10 new positions in the immediate future. 

At the request of the Growth Alliance for 

Greater Evansville, the Evansville City Council 

will consider approval of an incentive package 

that includes seven-year Tax Phase-in on 

real estate improvements and five-year Tax 

Phase-in on personal property new to the state  

        of Indiana. ◆
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People News 

Goodwill Selects Excel Center Executive Director   

Goodwill LEADS, Inc. has named Randy Beachy as 

Executive Director for The Excel Center.  Beachy holds a 

Master of Business Administration from Bethel College, 

a Master of Science from Miami University, and a Bache-

lor of Business Administration from McMurry Universi-

ty.  His previous experience includes serving as Assistant 

Vice President for Marketing and Enrollment at Bethel 

College.  He also held positions with RHB/The Agency, 

Illinois College, Butler University, Denison University, 

and McMurry University.  

Elaine Bedel Appointed President of the IEDC   

Elaine Bedel has been appointed as president of the 

Indiana Economic Development Corporation (IEDC), 

replacing Jim Schellinger who will serve as Indiana’s 

secretary of commerce and chief executive officer of 

the IEDC in the new administration. Bedel currently 

serves as president and chief executive officer of Bedel 

Financial Consulting Inc, a role she has held since she 

founded the company in 1989. Previously, she served as 

the director of personal finance planning at Coopers and 

Lybrand. Bedel was recognized as a 2014 Enterprising 

Woman of the Year by Enterprising Women Magazine 

and received a Trailblazer Award from the National As-

sociation of Women Business Owners (NAWBO). She is 

a graduate of Hanover College and earned an MBA from  

Butler University.  

Purdue Graduate Headed to Space   

NASA is assigning veteran astronaut Andrew Feustel, 

a graduate of Purdue University, to the International Space 

Station in 2018. Feustel will launch in March 2018 for his 

first long-duration mission, serving as a flight engineer 

on Expedition 55, and later as commander of Expedition 

56. Feustel has a bachelor’s degree in solid Earth sciences 

and a master’s degree in geophysics from Purdue Uni-

versity in West Lafayette, Indiana. In 1995, he completed 

his doctorate in geological sciences, with a specialization 

in seismology, from Queen’s University in Kingston,  

Ontario, Canada.

Chester, Inc. Adds to IT Department   

Chester, Inc. has announced that Nick Doud has 

joined the company’s information technologies depart-

ment. He started his IT career in 2004 by enlisting in the 

United States Air Force. After the military, he spent five 

years at Purdue University North Central where he was 

the technician responsible for all technology used in the 

classrooms. He spent his next four years working at the 

corporate headquarters for DirectBuy in Merrillville. 

New Vice President for Innovation at Notre Dame   

Bryan K. Ritchie, currently president and chief exec-

utive officer of GrowthSPORT, a startup private equity 

investment company, has been appointed vice president 

and associate provost for innovation at the University 

of Notre Dame. In this role, Ritchie will lead the Uni-

versity’s new IDEA Center initiative and coordinate the 

University’s innovation and entrepreneurship programs. 

Ritchie brings a combination of work experience to 

this position that includes time as an executive of high 

technology companies, a startup founder, an academ-

ic and university administrator, and a private equity- 

venture investor. 

Ivy Tech Names Associate Admissions Director for 

East Chicago Campus   

Ivy Tech Community College has named Ofelia Val-

dez as associate admissions director at its East Chicago 

campus. Valdez earned bachelor’s and master’s degrees 

in business management from Robert Morris University, 

where she also worked for 13 years, first as an admis-

sions counselor and then working her way up to director 

of admissions. She was born and raised in Chicago but 

has been a resident of the Robertsdale neighborhood of 

Hammond since 2008.

CORE Construction Adds Project Manager

CORE Construction Indiana announced Steven C. 

Paul has joined the company as a project manager. Paul 

has over 16 years of experience in the construction in-

dustry, and in that time has managed such projects as 

the Momence Packing Wastewater Facility, Van Drunen 

Farms Warehouse, Wittenberg Lutheran Village, Image 

First, and Taft Street Retail Center. He is a graduate of 

Purdue University with a Bachelor of Science in Con-

struction Management and Engineering Technology and 

an Associate in Architectural Engineering Technology.

I&M Announces New President and COO

Indiana Michigan Power (I&M) announced that 

Toby Thomas will become the company’s new president 

and chief operating officer. Thomas, an Indiana native 

and graduate of Rose Hulman Institute of Technology, 

will lead the 2,450 I&M employees in the utility’s mission 

of providing reliable and affordable power to its 589,000 

customers through its extensive power generation fleet 

that includes nuclear, coal, solar, wind, and hydroelec-

tric resources. Thomas comes to I&M after serving as the 

vice president of AEP Competitive Generation where he 

was responsible for AEP’s competitive generation fleet  

in Ohio. 
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Share Your People News With Us! 

If your company has new hires, promotions, or advancements, send 
your press releases and photos to editor@buildingindiana.com!

Methodist Hospitals Welcomes New Specialist   

Methodist Hospitals has announced that Ashish 

Patel, M.D., Spine and Scoliosis Surgeon, has recent-

ly joined the Methodist Physicians Group. Dr. Ashish 

Patel’s areas of expertise include a wide range of spinal 

surgeries and treatments.  Dr. Patel has a Fellowship in 

Spine and Scoliosis Surgery and served as Chief Fellow 

at New York’s Hospital for Special Surgery. 

Bluffton Regional Medical Center has New CEO

Brent Parsons has recently been named as the new 

chief executive officer of Bluffton Regional Medical Cen-

ter by board members of the Lutheran Health Network. 

Parsons previously worked as an assistant CEO of Lu-

theran Hospital in Fort Wayne and as an administra-

tive specialist at Lutheran Hospital. He holds a master’s 

degree in healthcare administration from the Univer-

sity of Minnesota School of Public Health, Twin Cities 

as well as a bachelor’s degree in finance from Brigham  

Young University.

Garofola Selected as Dupont Hospital’s New CEO

Lutheran Health Network officials announced that 

Aaron Garofola, MBA, was chosen to become Dupont 

Hospital’s chief executive officer after serving as its inter-

im CEO since August. Previously, Garofola was CEO for 

Lutheran Health Network’s Bluffton Regional Medical 

Center since 2012. At Bluffton Regional, Garofola initial-

ly worked as the assistant chief executive officer for more 

than a year before his advancement to CEO. Bluffton Re-

gional is a full-service, 79-bed hospital wherein Garofo-

la was known for creating a culture dedicated to safety, 

quality, and service for patients. 

Posey County Announces New Economic  

Development Director

The Posey County Economic Development Part-

nership announced the hiring of Brittaney Johnson to 

fill the position of executive director. Johnson comes to 

the Partnership from the role of Posey County director 

for the Southwest Indiana Chamber. In this position, 

she has built the Posey County Alliance into a strong 

and integral community organization serving more 

than 130 members and growing the Alliance’s assets. 

Johnson holds a Bachelor of Science in marketing from 

the University of Southern Indiana.  She serves on the 

board of the newly formed Visit Posey County, Inc., the 

Posey County Junior Achievement Board, Posey Coun-

ty Career Success Coalition and is a member of the Mt. 

Vernon Kiwanis, New Harmony Business Associates, Mt. 

Vernon Bicentennial Committee, and Indiana Economic 

Development Association. ◆

We take orders until 10pm so you have more access to the industrial 
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Photo Feature

“Lewis and Clark Bridge”  
Officially Opens

The East End Crossing, which spans the Ohio 

River and connects Louisville metro and south-

ern Indiana, has been officially named the “Lew-

is and Clark Bridge” to honor Indiana and Ken-

tucky’s shared historical prominence in the expe-

ditions of Meriwether Lewis and William Clark. 

The bridge’s new name was unveiled during a 

ceremony at the bridge site in which Governor 

Eric Holcomb, Federal Highway Administration 

(FHWA) Deputy Administrator David Kim and 

Indiana Department of Transportation (INDOT) 

Commissioner Brandye Hendrickson were pres-

ent. The $763 million East End Crossing under-

went more than three years of construction, but 

was built at a cost $224 million lower than the 

original project estimate and finished six months 

ahead of the original schedule.

The East End Crossing project became a na-

tional example for financing major infrastructure 

projects and one that many states are now work-

ing to emulate. The project team has received a 

dozen industry awards for its innovative pub-

lic-private partnership. Additionally, the East End 

Crossing was the first highway and bridge project 

to receive a Platinum Sustainability Award.

TOP: Aerial view of the Lewis and Clark Bridge.  MIDDLE: Officials 
cut the ribbon, opening the Lewis and Clark Bridge. The bridge 
connects the eastern edge of suburban Louisville and an area just east 
of Jeffersonville, IN. The bridge was previously referred to as East End 
Crossing.  BOTTOM: Bicyclists line up to ride across the newly opened 
Lewis and Clark Bridge. 
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Local Companies Show 
Support for Women’s 
Diagnostic Center  

Local companies have been showing lots of support for the Women’s 

Diagnostic Center of Community Hospital in Munster. 

Board Certified Plastic Surgeon Gus Galante, MD, has made a $1,000 

donation recently, and Running or Not…Shoes held a fundraising event 

that raised $1,000 through shoe sales. Both chose the Women’s Diagnostic 

Center for their contribution. Donations to the Breast Cancer Awareness 

Fund will help local women – those without insurance and who otherwise 

couldn’t afford it - receive diagnostic breast care.

Mary Nicholson, MD, Medical Director of the Women’s Diagnostic 

Center, said, “This funding will enable us to serve many more with the care 

they need. We strive to ease our patients’ minds, alleviate their stress and 

fear, and replace it with confidence in care that’s close to home.”

Heather Loredo (right), owner of Running or Not…Shoes in Munster, presents a $1,000 check to Dr. Mary 
Nicholson (right) of the Community Hospital Women’s Diagnostic Center in Munster. The funding will help 
support diagnostic breast care for those patients who can’t afford diagnostics or treatment.

On hand for the check presentation at the Women’s Diagnostic Center in Munster are (left to right) Medical 
Director Mary Nicholson, MD, Technologist Anica Savich RT(R)(M)(BS), Plastic Surgeon Gus Galante, MD, 
and Technologist Denise Bogs RT(R)(M).
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NWIBRT Honors William 
Satterlee for Half-Century 
of Service to NWI

At a recent Northwest Indiana Business RoundTable (NWIBRT) Exec-

utive Committee meeting, members of the board honored William Satter-

lee, formerly of Hoeppner, Wagner & Evans LLP, with special recognition 

for his decades of service to the organization and to NWI overall. Satterlee 

was a practicing attorney for nearly 50 years in the NWI community and 

recently celebrated his retirement. 

“Bill Satterlee was a member of NWIBRT from the very beginning, 

serving as our legal counsel for many years,” said Don Bull, Chairman of 

the NWIBRT Executive Committee and Director of Outage Management 

and Systems Engineering with NIPSCO. “We would like to recognize him 

for more years of service than almost anyone else in the organization and 

for being a friend to us all. We absolutely appreciate him.” 

Satterlee is a fan of jazz music and even hosted a jazz radio show for 

several years. As a small token of NWIBRT’s appreciation, members pre-

sented him with a commemorative jazz book. 

“It’s been a joy and a privilege to be a part of this group. It’s one of the finest 

things I’ve ever been a part of in over 50 years of practice. NWIBRT is near and 

dear to my heart, and I have a great love for NWI and its people,” Satterlee said.

(From left to right) Tim Ross, administrative director of Occupational/Employee Health and Expresscare 
at Franciscan Alliance, Inc.; Andrea Pearman, owner, Diversified Marketing Strategies; William Satterlee, 
attorney, Hoeppner, Wagner & Evans LLP (retired); Don Bull, director, Outage Management and Systems 
Engineering with NIPSCO; and Dewey Pearman, executive director, Construction Advancement Foundation. 

St. Catherine Hospital Opens New, Renovated ICU 
St. Catherine Hospital rededicated its Intensive Care Unit with a ribbon 

cutting and blessing ceremony. The enhanced area affords new comforts 

and advanced technologies for critical care patients and their loved ones. 

The 16-bed unit has been completely redesigned as part of a $2 million 

project by the hospital, a Community Healthcare System affiliate.

The new, open-air style unit features an oval work station with enclosed 

glass and multiple entry and exit points. This design element gives medical 

and nursing staff a panoramic, 360-degree view of all patient rooms. Patient 

rooms have been redesigned in a way that utilizes space to better accom-

modate medical staff, nurses, and visitors. 

Jo Ann Birdzell, retiring CEO of St. Catherine Hospital, and Yves Brignol, MD, president of St. Catherine 
Hospital medical staff, cut the ribbon during a recent blessing ceremony and rededication of the Intensive 
Care Unit of St. Catherine Hospital, East Chicago.  (From left to right) Monsignor Joseph Semancik; Birdzell; 
Brignol; Steve Pangere, president of Pangere Corporation; Frankie L. Fesko, chairman of the Board of 
Directors of Community Foundation of Northwest Indiana; Donald P. Fesko, president and CEO, Community 
Foundation of Northwest Indiana; Joseph Costanza, St. Catherine Hospital board president. Second row, left 
to right: Craig Bolda, COO, St. Catherine Hospital; Bassem Srour, MD; Wassim Shwaiki, MD, and Paula 
Swenson, Chief Nursing Officer, St. Catherine Hospital.

Ozinga Earns Two 
Concrete Design Awards

Ozinga, a fourth-generation, family-owned American concrete compa-

ny, was honored with two awards at the Wisconsin Ready Mixed Concrete 

Association (WRMCA) 35th Annual Concrete Design Awards. 

Ozinga was awarded the Merit Commercial and Merit Industri-

al awards for their work on The Corners of Brookfield and the Uline 16 

Branch Warehouse and Office, respectively. The Corners of Brook-

field is a 750,000 square-foot multi-use development, which consists 

of a cast-in-place parking structure, 244 luxury apartment houses, and 

a mix of retail and restaurants. A total of 51,000 cubic yards of concrete 

was used on the project. The Uline 16 Branch Warehouse and Office 

is an 850,000 square-foot warehouse that used a grand total of 38,000  

cubic yards of concrete placed within a six-month period.

(From left to right) Mark Fidder, Justin Kratochvil, Felicia Nelson, Jason Johnson, and Mike Fiorita, all of 
Ozinga, accepted two awards from the WRMCA on the company’s behalf. 
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National Recognition for Purdue 
University Northwest Administrator 

The associate director of Purdue University 

Northwest’s Commercialization and Manufac-

turing Excellence Center (CMEC) recently re-

ceived the nationally-recognized Tibbets Award 

for driving small business innovation, research, 

and development. Entrepreneur Mont Handley, 

who promotes and advances commercialization 

and entrepreneurial ventures in his position at 

Purdue Northwest, received his award during a 

White House ceremony. He was among 37 small 

business owners and contributors who received 

the 2016 award, presented by the Small Business 

Association (SBA) through its Small Business In-

novation Research Program.

Handley was honored for inventing PITT-

Moss and founding PITTMoss, LLC. PITTMoss 

is a unique, organic, recycled, and engineered 

soilless product that enhances plant growth. He 

generated $1.2 million in seed funding from 

the grant and support from entrepreneur and 

TV personality Mark Cuban after successfully 

pitching his product on the television program,  

Shark Tank. ◆

Purdue University Northwest Associate Director of Commercialization 
and Manufacturing Excellence Center Mont Handley (left) received 
the Tibbetts Award for driving small business innovation, research, and 
development during a recent White House presentation. Handley is 
pictured with NW Indiana Congressman Pete Visclosky.
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Plan  
Local 
Approvals 
Carefully! 
Variance from Use  
Restrictions Can Be Tricky

R
eal estate owners and developers of-

ten rely quite heavily on “governmen-

tal approval” contingencies prior to 

acquiring land or proceeding with devel-

opment plans. Commonly, such approvals 

pertain to zoning and land use. Few of those 

are as important – and sometimes unpredict-

able – as variances from use restrictions or  

development standards.

One recent case in Rush County illustrates 

the need to carefully consider the risks and  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“There are no absolute 

property rights to which 

these processes must 

yield. Be careful, listen 

to neighbors, and  

plan ahead!”

By Jon A. Schmaltz, 
Partner; and Maggie 
Miran, Law Clerk; Burke 
Costanza & Carberry LLP
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opportunities presented in seeking relief from local ordinances in obtaining 

these approvals. The facts surrounding this case are complex, but they stem 

from a developer’s intention of obtaining zoning approvals for a wind energy 

conversion system to include 65 wind turbines. The developer sought a spe-

cial exception from the use requirements of the local zoning ordinance. Some 

landowners agreed to allow the developer’s use of their land, while others 

were reluctant or objected. The special exception was sought to be issued by 

the county’s board of zoning appeals, or BZA.

A BZA has authority to determine whether a special exception should 

be granted and under what conditions. Typically, those conditions pertain to 

the safety and welfare of other owners or members of the community. In this 

particular situation, many landowners opposing the development expressed 

concern over harmful effects of living near wind turbines. These opponents 

advocated for larger distances between their homes and the wind turbines 

than those proposed by the developer.

During the BZA’s public hearings on the developer’s request, each side 

presented evidence about what constituted a safe distance between the wind 

turbines and the residences of non-participating landowners. The local ordi-

nance required a 1,000-foot setback from residential dwellings, but the op-

posing landowners proposed a setback distance of 2,640 feet. The developer 

proposed a setback of 1,400 feet.

The BZA approved the special exception subject to a setback of 2,300 

feet, citing the health and safety of nearby owners as a motivating factor. Dis-

satisfied with this ruling, the developer sought a trial court’s review of this 

determination; however, the trial court upheld the BZA’s approval and condi-

tions. The developer then appealed that court’s ruling to the Indiana Court of 

Appeals, claiming, first, that the trial court should not have allowed the group 

of non-participating landowners to intervene in the suit and, second, that the 

court erred by allowing the BZA’s determination of a setback that was larger 

than, and measured differently than, the setback provided in the ordinance.

The Court of Appeals upheld the trial court’s ruling. Because the oppos-

ing landowners claimed their property values and personal health would be 

significantly and directly affected by the outcome of the court’s review, they 

were properly allowed to intervene and participate in the court action. With 

respect to the BZA’s determination and conditions to the special exception 

approval, the Court found that, because a BZA is an agency with expertise 

in zoning matters, its determinations are presumed to be correct and will 

only be reversed if the BZA’s decisions are arbitrary, capricious, or constitute 

an abuse of its broad discretion. The Court also interpreted the zoning ordi-

nance’s setback requirement as a minimum distance, not one that a developer 

was entitled to rely on and use in its development plan.

For each real estate owner, developer, and project planner out there, the 

lesson is this: When seeking local zoning approvals, be sensitive to the con-

cerns of neighboring owners and residents and enter into the due diligence 

process knowing that Boards of Zoning Appeals have broad authority and 

discretion in granting approvals and imposing conditions. There are no abso-

lute property rights to which these processes must yield. Be careful, listen to 

neighbors, and plan ahead! ◆

“Real estate owners and 

developers often rely quite 

heavily on ‘government approval’ 

contingencies prior to acquiring  

land or proceeding with 

development plans.”
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aintaining our status as “The Cross-

roads of America” isn’t going to  

be cheap. 

“Over the next 20 years, Indiana is going to 

need more than $1 billion in additional funding 

per year to support its roads and bridges, and 

legislators must look to those who use and ben-

efit from the state’s infrastructure to help pay for 

maintenance and improvements.” 

That statement, announced by Indiana 

House Speaker Brian C. Bosma (R-Indianapo-

lis) in early January, constitutes a major financial 

challenge for a state that often uses its logistics 

network as an attractive draw within economic 

development proposals. At first glance, it might 

even seem unreal. But that’s no footnote statis-

tic – that figure was determined by members of 

the Funding Indiana’s Roads for a Stronger Safer 

Tomorrow Task Force. Over the course of sev-

eral months, members of the Task Force heard 

testimony from national, state, and local experts 

in transportation funding who provided vol-

umes of information to the group for its review  

and consideration.

It’s important to note that the $1 billion in 

additional funding per year figure recommend-

ed by the Task Force only encompasses the 

Our Roads  
Need an  

Additional  
$1 Billion  

Per Year 
How Are We Going  

to Pay for It?

By Nick Dmitrovich
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funding Indiana will need to maintain its ag-

ing road, street, and bridge inventory and does 

not include the cost of upgrading the system. 

(Source: INDOT)

In order to close this imminent financial 

gap, the Indiana House Republicans immediate-

ly kicked off 2017 with proposals detailing their 

long-term road funding plan. This was reported 

to be a complex endeavor for Indiana legislators, 

as a careful balance needed to be struck between 

funding allocations for infrastructure needs and 

supporting things like education, job creation, 

workforce development, addiction treatment, 

public safety, and more.

“We set a bold agenda this session, and we 

are committed to putting Hoosiers first by pass-

ing an honestly balanced budget and responsibly 

investing in Indiana’s future,” Bosma said. “Our 

budget will be built on sound fiscal policies that 

protect Indiana’s AAA credit rating, top-rated 

business climate, and healthy reserves. We are 

also focused on passing a comprehensive and 

sustainable road funding plan that takes into ac-

count the needs of the next generation while en-

suring our infrastructure continues to fuel our 

state’s economic engine.”

Bosma referenced the policies that Indiana 

has implemented over the past 12 years, like 

how the state has reduced taxes for Hoosier fam-

ilies and job creators, and how Indiana has kept 

its status among the top states nationally for its 

economic climate. 

He said, “It’s now time the state invests in 

Indiana’s infrastructure without spending down 

critical reserves or cutting into the state’s general 

fund, which funds critical services like educa-

tion and public safety.”

Many of the specific methods the state is 

planning to utilize to generate the additional 

funds needed have been outlined in House Bill 

1002, which was filed by State Rep. Ed Soliday 

(R-Valparaiso), who chairs the House Commit-

tee on Roads and Transportation. The new rev-

enue sources defined by the bill are as follows:  

• Provides for a one-time fuel tax rate increase, 

limited to $0.10, using a multiyear index fac-

tor based on the last time the particular fuel 

tax rate was increased and the current fuel tax 

rate per gallon. 

• Provides for an annual rate increase in fuel 

tax rates based on an annual index factor. 

• Increases alternative fuel decal fees by 50%. 

• Requires a person who registers an electric 

vehicle to pay a supplemental registration fee 

A Look at Some  
of the Costs

As reflected in the Indiana Department of 

Transportation’s 20-Year Plan: 

• The INDOT plan estimates it will  

take $390 million a year to bring  

95 percent of Indiana’s roads to  

a “fair” or better rating at the  

end of 20 years.  

• It will take another  

$400 million to  

upgrade bridge  

needs to  

similar levels.  

• There was no  

estimate of the  

costs necessary  

to do the same  

work to local  

roads and bridges  

maintained by  

counties, cities,  

and towns.

Source: INDOT, Indiana Fiscal Policy Institute
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As more developments take place among 
Indiana’s roadway funding plans, we’ll keep  
   you up to date at BuildingIndiana.com.  
      Be sure to check out our other financial  
      and logistics topics as well! 

of $150 with an increase every five years based 

on an index factor. 

• Establishes a $15 transportation infrastruc-

ture improvement fee that applies to all motor 

vehicle registrations. 

• Provides that the gasoline use tax is distribut-

ed to highway funds over a phase-in period.

 

• Repeals restrictions on when a tolling project 

can be undertaken. 

• Requires the Indiana Department of 

Transportation (INDOT) to seek a Federal 

Highway Administration waiver to toll 

interstate highways. 

• Amends the assessment procedures for motor 

carrier civil penalties. 

Under these proposals, Representative Sol-

iday said the average Hoosier motorist would 

only pay about $4 more per month at the pump. 

Moving forward, these fuel tax rates would au-

tomatically be indexed on an annual basis. Also, 

the remaining 4.5 cents of the sales tax on gas-

oline would be shifted from the state’s general 

fund to the State Highway Fund. 

Soliday also said the $15 annual fee on all 

vehicles and a $150 annual fee on all electric 

vehicles registered in Indiana would provide a 

stable and sustainable source of funding for In-

diana’s Community Crossings Matching Grant 

Fund, which provides road funding dollars to  

local governments.

Also, under House Bill 1002, INDOT will 

begin studying tolling and submit a waiver 

to the federal government to allow tolling on  

existing interstates.

The Indiana Fiscal Policy Institute expects 

much of House Bill 1002 to win approval this 

year. A report on the new funding proposals 

stated that, “Barring unforeseen complications, 

it’s highly likely the General Assembly will ap-

prove, and Gov.-elect Eric Holcomb will sign, 

a comprehensive long-term transportation im-

provement plan this session.”

With regard to how roadway maintenance 

projects will be prioritized, members of the task 

force determined that INDOT’s 20-year plan 

provides a good outline for the types of work 

that will be conducted, with a few caveats. The 

task force wants to show roadway users, wheth-

er they’re Hoosiers or those from out of state 

who use the state’s transportation system, that 

there is a justifiable plan in place to use the ad-

ditional revenue that’s being raised. Therefore, 

they urged members of the General Assembly 

to direct INDOT to “develop road and bridge 

metrics that consider condition, congestion, 

safety, and economic contribution and to cre-

ate a multi-variant statistical model to prioritize 

projects and predict future funding needs,” in 

addition to a few other guidelines. The intention 

is to ensure that all projects will be prioritized in 

an objective and statistical manner. 

Despite the fact that the costs of using the 

state’s roadways are going to go up a notch for 

virtually every single motorist that uses Indiana’s 

system, citizens and companies are projected to 

see a return on their investment in the form of a 

more robust economy with increased attractive 

qualities for economic development leaders. At 

the very least, we should all begin to experience 

a bit of a smoother ride on our next road trip. ◆

Partial List of Key Findings 
from the Funding Indiana’s 
Roads for a Stronger, Safer 
Tomorrow Task Force: 

• A quality network of roads and  

bridges is critical to Indiana’s 

economic success. 

• Current funding levels are insufficient 

to meet the critical transportation 

infrastructure needs of the state. 

• The public must be assured the  

users of the system will see a return 

on their investment.

• Users of the system need to 

understand how monthly road usage 

charges of $19 rank in relation to 

the amount paid for other common 

consumer public and private utility 

purchases, such as cell phone service 

($53), cable television service ($60), 

and Internet access ($51), as shown  

in the graph to the right.

Sources: INDOT, Findings from the Funding Indiana’s  
Roads for a Stronger, Safer Tomorrow Task Force

Relative Monthly Cost of Motor Fuel Taxation

Priorities: Taxpayers pay more for either cell phone, cable TV, or internet access than for use  

of the highway system.

Total Monthly  
Fuel Taxes & Fees

Total Monthly 
Cell Fees

Total Monthly 
Cable TV Fees

Total Monthly 
Internet Fees

(Average 12,000 miles/year and 24.7 mpg in 2016)

$20

$40

$60
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    OCCUPATIONAL
  MEDICINE
                               THAT WORKS AS HARD AS YOU DO.

Porter Regional Hospital is owned in part by physicians.

Workforce Health can help you prevent workplace injuries, avoid lost-time accidents, and lower your healthcare-related 

expenditures. To achieve these goals, we utilize specialists in occupational medicine, provide comprehensive case 

management strategies, implement targeted ergonomics initiatives, promote healthy behaviors, work to reduce risk 

factors and more. To find out why employers throughout Northwest Indiana are choosing Workforce Health,  

or to schedule a consult, call 844-424-0200 or visit MyWorkforceHealth.com.

4 CONVENIENTLY LOCATED OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH CLINICS 
LA PORTE  •  VALPARAISO  •  SOUTH BEND  •  PORTAGE

•  Work-related injury care  

and case management

•  Physical therapy specializing  

in treating work-related injuries

•  Ergonomics consulting  

and assessments

•  Pre-employment physicals

•  DOT/CDL physicals

•  Drug/alcohol testing

•  Annual firefighter  

surveillance exams

•  Audiometry, EKGs and  

other screenings

•  Health and wellness  

screenings/programs

•  On-site/near-site employee 

clinics and population health 

management services

Services include: 

Combining the unique strengths of Porter Regional’s Health At Work 

and La Porte Hospital’s Occupational Health programs.
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Last Rights  
The Advantages of Employee Life Insurance

By Nick Dmitrovich
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C
hoosing which benefits to offer your employees can be a complicated 

process. Weighing the company’s budget against current and future  

employee needs can, at times, feel like a daunting task. But there’s 

one area of the employee benefit system that’s actually pretty simple to 

navigate - the implementation of a life insurance policy. 

Even if you’re the proprietor of a small company, there is likely room 

in your budget for employee life insurance policies. Whereas individual 

policies might be expensive, group plans that are sponsored by employers 

are normally very affordable for most companies – the average plan costs 

about 5 cents for every $1,000 worth of coverage (Source: allBusiness). 

Also, group insurance plans are easily converted into individual policies if 

and when an employee leaves the company. 

Most employees offer policies to their employees that cover an amount 

equal to their yearly salary, although some offer increased amounts based 

on increased contributions from employees. Also, in most cases, insur-

ers require the employer to pay the premiums or that a certain number 

of employees participate in the plan. Companies do have the right, in  

specific cases, to require employees to pay a portion of the premium or 

they may offer additional coverage options like accidental death and dis-

memberment insurance, travel protection, coverage for dependents, or 

other options at a minimal cost to the employee. 

Regarding the reasons why offering a life insurance policy can be  

an advantage for your company, there are three basic factors to  

consider that might actually produce a large indirect return on your in-

vestment: attraction, retention, and increases in productivity. They are all 

quite closely related. 

The ability to offer additional benefits to your employees will go far 

when the need to attract new talent arises. These days, as the economy 

strengthens, potential applicants are in a position to be a bit more selective 

about where they work than they were a decade ago. Thus, increasing your 

list of available benefits will help you draw the right types of candidates to 

your business. 
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NORTHWEST
INDIANA’S

CHOICE FOR
INSURANCE

Over 100 years of  
industry knowledge

meyersglaros.com

WE DO IT ALL

EMPLOYEE
BENEFITS

COMMERCIAL
INSURANCE

HOME/AUTO/ 
UMBRELLA  
INSURANCE

HEALTH
INSURANCE

LIFE
INSURANCE

Your Risk. Your Needs. Our Focus.

Related to this is the effect additional bene-

fits could have on your employee retention rates. 

The Society for Human Resource Management 

reported that benefit offerings are important 

to employees’ decisions about what companies 

to work for and how long to remain. Anything 

that can help reduce turnover is normally a  

good investment.

Last, but not least, is the slightly abstract 

notion of productivity increases generated by 

feelings of financial security among employ-

ees. It’s been widely reported that undue stress 

factors have a detrimental impact on employee 

productivity. The Consumer Financial Protec-

tion Bureau stated in its Financial Wellness at 

Work report that “financial stress is often cited 

as a distraction from work and a factor that re-

duces productivity and engagement.” Therefore, 

strengthening your employees’ sense of securi-

ty could potentially help alleviate some of the 

financial stress factors before they happen. 

“We find that with many of our clients, if we 

can educate the employees on the life insurance 

benefit being offered, they appreciate the benefit 

more, and many times they will want to sit with 

us and go over some real life insurance planning 

on a one-on-one basis,” said Rob Adlard, Health 

& Life Producer with Meyers Glaros Group. 

“Those employees with a health history that 

otherwise would get them declined by purchas-

ing life insurance on their own can get coverage 

because it’s offered to the entire group. Unfortu-

nately, for a large portion of the population, it’s 

the only life insurance they have.”

“ ...If we can educate 
the employees on the 
life insurance benefit 
being offered, they 
appreciate the  
benefit more...”
-Rob Adlard, Meyers Glaros Group

Adlard also provided some details on why 

employers should consider offering life insur-

ance as a benefit for their employees, saying: 

• Employers can offer the option for em-

ployees to purchase larger amounts of life 

insurance voluntarily with few or no med-

ical questions, depending on the size of the 

company and life insurance amounts.

• Some is better than none at all; usually 

for basic term life, the employer pays 

100% of the premium, and it’s typically 

very inexpensive.

• Life insurance can provide cash for final  

expenses and reduce debt associated with 

end of life care and beyond.

• It can provide a nest egg while a grieving 

family sorts out their finances following 

the death of a loved one.

• It also gets employees thinking about life 

insurance and the potential need for more.  

For example, “My employer offers $25,000. 

Is that enough for my family?” 

All in all, it appears that providing employ-

ees with the added benefit of a life insurance  

policy will produce an array of ancillary bene-

fits for your company. If you’re hoping to attract 

more talented applicants, keep your quality  

people longer, and create indirect boosts to your 

productivity at a minimal cost, then perhaps  

setting up a company-wide life insurance policy 

.........is the right move for your business. ◆

For many more business-boosting ideas, 
visit our website at BuildingIndiana.com!
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L
ooking back and reflecting over your ca-

reer, there are probably a few challenges 

you’ve encountered over the years that 

you wish you could have been better prepared 

to face. It’s a feeling shared by almost everyone: 

how clear events look in hindsight, once all the 

facts and outcomes are fully understood. To 

honor the mutual fumbles that many of us share, 

we decided to take a closer look at whether or 

not individuals were prepared to enter their 

industries during the early days of their profes-

sion and the things they wish they would have 

known in the beginning. Several weeks ago, we 

distributed a survey to many of our readers, and 

we’ve compiled some of the best responses here 

for you to explore. 

Among all of our survey respondents, about 

60% felt they weren’t prepared for the challenges 

their respective industries had presented them 

with during the early years of their career. Just 

under 40% of respondents felt they were fully 

prepared. Interestingly, very few of the respon-

dents came from the same industry categories. 

Several people mentioned that while college 

and other training did get them ready for some 

of the basic elements of their careers, there were 

several factors, curve balls, and industry chang-

es that they weren’t equipped to handle. Some of 

the more notable responses said: 

• “Education taught me the technical aspects 

needed for my job. However, knowing how 

to better understand human behavior would 

have also been helpful.”

• “I have been working for thirty years primar-

ily in three industries: aircraft manufactur-

ing, steel forging, and now an electric utility. 

These are very diverse industries, but all three 

are union environments. Different unions 

create different challenges, and there is no 

one size fits all solution.”

• “The issues facing our business today are far 

more complex than when I became involved 

with the industry. Our clients have become 

more sophisticated and educated due to the 

information that is readily available on the 

internet and data analytics.”

• “No one could be ready for all the aspects and 

challenges of being in business. Yet, that is part 

of the enjoyment of owning your own business.”

Survey Respondents

33%

Business

Owners
52%

Employees

Within

Companies

10%

Self-Employed

Business  
Hindsight  
What You  
Wish You  
Would Have  
Known

By Nick Dmitrovich
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P: 219.769.0087
F: 219.769.0092 

250 East 90th Drive

Merrillville, IN  46410

JohnsonI.com

CIVIL 

CRIMINAL

 

• LABOR & EMPLOYMENT

• LITIGATION

• CONSTRUCTION LAW

• BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS

• ESTATE PLANNING

• TRUST & ESTATE

• JUVENILE LAW

 

We have 
YOU 
covered

 

• FELONIES & MISDEMEANORS

• FEDERAL & STATE

• WHITE COLLAR OFFENSES

• FRAUD

• DUI/OWI

• TRAFFIC

• EXPUNGEMENTS 

Here’s a look at several of the concepts our respondents wish they would 

have known before starting their own business, joining their company, or 

starting their career within their industry: 

• “Learn the language. Every job, industry, manufacturing facility, airline, con-

struction company, etc., has its own language. Some of it is slang, some of it 

is technical in nature, and occasionally some if it can be regional. The faster 

you can start incorporating accurate elements of the language into your ev-

eryday conversations with your co-workers, bosses, or more importantly your 

customers, the more credible you become. It hastens the journey from new 

guy to insider.”   - Mark S.

• “The most important thing I have learned that I didn’t know when I start-

ed is that “emotion trumps everything.” How you make your customer feel  

is critical.”   - Donna F.

• “Some specific areas I wish I’d known more about would be human resources 

and employee law. I wish I had known how demanding it is, how many hours 

are required, how exhausting and stressful it can become. I wish I had known 

that you truly can’t predict the future, and sometimes even the best thought-

out plans don’t materialize due to outside forces. You have to have a backup 

plan and a backup plan to your backup plan. And a reserve. My best decision 

was surrounding myself with smart, capable, trustworthy people. I can’t pos-

sibly know everything, so it’s very important to employ, contract, and befriend 

people who fill in my weaknesses.”   - Erica D.

• “I wish I would have started with more education on the types of people I 

would need to hire, train, and nurture to grow my business. Pre-hire testing 

has been a great tool the last 10 years.”   - Brian M.

• “While I was prepared for my entry-level role in the company, I have been 

there for 27 years and am now the President/CEO of a large not-for-profit 

(just under 800 employees). I don’t think you can be totally ready for any 

such role, but I felt that I had the opportunity to prepare myself as much as 

possible. I must continue to seek learning opportunities to ensure that I am 

prepared for the challenges ahead.”   - Anonymous

• “After almost 30 years in business I still have issues with the state and feder-

al tax laws. There are few easy-to-understand publications, and for a small 

business owner, it’s almost impossible to keep up with the changes. Taxes are 

burdensome and confusing, and then to have to hire experts just to under-

stand the issues can be even more expensive.”   - Gayle V.

• “Opportunities will arise that may pull you off course, but you need to 

know when to stay true to your plan and when to make a conscious de-

tour. It’s also very important to keep good data on contacts and follow up  

with them.”   - Jane L.

• “I wish I would have known more about the scope with which legal issues and 

government agencies play a part in addressing and resolving employment, 

benefits, and labor issues.”   - Anonymous   

• “I think it is good to know up front the value in networking. You may not need 

the contact immediately but it may be helpful as you develop. Also, knowing 

that most relationships and business transactions take time to cultivate. You 

must be patient as the relationship develops.”   - Anonymous

• “Hard work isn’t always enough to get ahead. The relationships you make are 

even more important.”   - Anonymous ◆
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Relative Value of $100 in Each State

More Valuable

AK
$94.61

TX
$103.52

NM
$105.26

AZ
$103.73

CA
$88.97

NV
$102.35 UT

$103.09

OR
$101.01

WA
$96.34

ID
$107.07

MT
$106.16

WY
$103.95

CO
$98.04

ND
$109.29

SD
$113.64

NE
$110.38

KS
$110.25

OK
$110.99

HI
$85.62

MN
$102.46

IA
$110.74

MO
$111.86

AR
$114.29

 LA
$109.41

WI
$107.07

IL
$99.30

   IN
$109.41

KY
$112.74

   MS
$115.34

AL
$113.90

FL
$100.91

GA
$108.70

TN  $112.74
SC
$110.50

NC
$109.05

VA
$97.47

OH
$111.98

WV
$112.49

PA
$101.83

NY
$86.43

ME
$102.99

VT
$98.81

NH
$95.06

MA
$93.37

 RI
$101.32

CT
$91.91

NJ
$87.34

DE
$98.14

MD
$90.66

DC
$84.67

MI
$106.27

The Relative 
Value of $100 

Indiana ranks 15th out 
of all U.S. states for 
the value of a dollar’s 
purchasing power. 

Notes: Numbers represent 

values of good that $100 dollars 

can buy in each state compared 

to the national average. The 

Bureau of Economic Analysis 

has developed a methodology 

using Personal  Consumption 

Expenditure an American 

Community Survey data to 

estimate average price levels 

in each state for household 

consumption, including rental 

housing costs. Data is as of 2014. 

Source: Bureau of Economic 

Analysis, Regional Price Parties 

and The Tax Foundation

10 Best-Paying Hoosier Jobs

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Anesthesiologists  

Internists, General 

Psychiatrists  

Physicians & Surgeons, All Other   
 
Pediatricians, General    

Orthodontists  

Family & General Practitioners    

Chief Executives  

Nurse Anesthetists    

Dentists, General  

$261,750

$252,310 

$238,780  

$227,780 
 

$222,320 

$197,790  

$177,540

$165,540 

$153,660 

$146,760  

# Job Title Average Salary

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics

Nearly six in ten Americans  

don’t have enough savings  

to cover a $500 to $1,000 

unplanned expense. 
Source: Bankrate

Median 
Household 
Incomes

$
5
0
,5

3
2

$
5
5
,7

7
5

IN US
Source: 2015 US Census

Average 

annual 

property  

tax paid 

 in Indiana is 

$1,083.  

This is less 

than half 

the national 

average. 

Source: SmartAsset

Nearly eight in   
ten Americans  
carry less than 
$50 cash on a 
daily basis.

Two out of  
five carry  
less than  
$20 cash.

About 9% of 
consumers 
don’t carry  
cash at all.

Source: Bankrate

The Indiana state  

quarter, officially valued  

at $0.25, can fetch as  

much as $6.00 in mint 

condition at auction. 
Source: CoinTrackers
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horizonbank.com

888-873-2640

EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE • SENSIBLE ADVICE®

At Horizon, we understand you need a business loan that can 

grow and flex along with your needs. With great rates and 

personalized service from people who put your business first, 

a Horizon business loan can help take your business further.

Talk to your local Business Advisor today!

Loan Decisions Next  
Business Day - Guaranteed*

IMAGINE
a business loan that grows with you.

Member FDIC *Applies to Loan Requests of $100,000 or less. See an Advisor for details.

KeyBank

MainSource Bank

Old National Bank

PNC Bank

Huntington Bancshares, Inc.

First Merchants Bank

First Financial Bank

Fifth Third Bank

BMO Harris Bank

1st Source Bank

11 Best Banks in IN

Regions Bank

Source: AdvisoryHQ

(Listed alphabetically)

What Does the Average 
Worker Spend on Lunch?

66%

50%

of working Americans 
buy their lunch instead of 
packing it, costing them an 
average of $37 per week 
— nearly $2,000 a year.

of the American workforce 
spends approximately 
$1,000 a year on coffee. 

Source: Accounting Principals

“Compared to cities on the east and  

west coasts, property prices are 

astoundingly low in Indianapolis.”
Source: ES Property Management

The Indiana state 

tax rate is currently 

3.3% of a taxpayer’s 

federal adjusted gross 

income. However, 91 

out of 92 counties 

levy their own taxes, 

ranging from 0.1% to 

3.13%, in addition to 

the state 3.3% rate.
Source: Bankrate
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id you know Indiana’s aerospace industry 

is consistently making headlines around 

the world? Currently, global manufac-

turers and research & development firms are 

giving serious consideration to everything the 

Hoosier state has to offer. Propagating this trend 

are several interesting reports about the current 

state of Indiana’s aerospace manufacturing in-

dustry from some pretty interesting sources.  

The 2016 Aerospace Manufacturing Attrac-

tiveness Rankings published by Pricewaterhouse-

Coopers (PwC), a London, UK-based company 

that is one of the largest professional services 

firms in the world, listed Indiana among its top 

ten U.S. states for aerospace industry strength 

and attractiveness. The organization ranked In-

diana as being the sixth-best U.S. state for aero-

space manufacturing attractiveness. 

PwC’s report stated, “Indiana ranks fifth 

and seventh in property tax and unemployment 

tax, respectively. It’s also showing good industry 

growth. In the last two years, industry leaders 

have announced plans to invest more than $900 

million and create more than 1,200 new jobs in 

Indiana in the coming years. Alcoa opened a new 

engine parts facility in La Porte, which doubles 

the current capacity and provides new capabil-

ities for production of large commercial aircraft 

engines. Rolls-Royce said it will invest almost 

$600 million to modernize its Indianapolis op-

eration, which includes manufacturing and as-

sembly, and conduct technology research. This is 

the company’s largest US investment since 1995.”

Indiana’s aircraft and spacecraft exports have 

increased nearly 30 percent annually since 2002, 

and the trends in Hoosier aerospace growth are 

only projected to continue. Recently, new oper-

ations that were announced last year are starting 

to take off. Just a few short weeks ago, officials 

from Purdue Research Park Aerospace District 

and Rolls-Royce celebrated the opening of a 

new 55,000-square-foot facility within Purdue’s 

aerospace district in West Lafayette. 

Purdue reported that Rolls-Royce is the first 

company to partner with the Purdue Research 

Foundation in the Purdue Research Park Aero-

space District. The Purdue Technology Center 

Aerospace building within the district will house 

some of Rolls-Royce’s R&D activities. The proj-

ect is part of the $1 billion Purdue Innovation 

District, a partnership between the Purdue Re-

search Foundation and Browning Investments 

LLC to create an environment for educational 

and economic development on 450 acres at the 

west end of the Purdue University campus.

“Besides research and development, this 

facility presents a fantastic opportunity to look 

at alternative fuels and other potential use cases 

around fuel pump capabilities,” said Brad Swear-

ingen, Director of Controls Engineering in 

North America for Rolls-Royce. “We also plan 

to utilize the facility for qualification ability to 

really change the game for our North America 

business by moving test capabilities internally.”

“There are three key things that will be going 

on in this facility: new builds, development and 

testing, and repair of field returns,” said David Wag-

goner, vice president of programs for Rolls-Royce.  

There are also some other interesting aero-

space developments taking place on the horizon. 

Last year, the Aerospace Industries Association 

Soaring 
Success  
Aerospace Gaining  
International Attention

By Nick Dmitrovich

Top 5  
Aerospace  
Companies  
in Indiana
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• Raytheon

• BAE Systems

• GE Aviation

• Alcoa

• Rolls-Royce
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For more Hoosier manufacturing topics, visit BuildingIndiana.com!

www.amexnooter.com

INDUSTRIES SERVED

Refinery and Petroleum
Chemical

Steel
Power
Food

Alternative Fuel
Plant Maintenance

Preferred 
Choice

Your

Contractor
AMEX NOOTER is an aggressive unionized prime 
mechanical contractor providing service and quality 
since its founding in 1979, utilizing the following skilled 
craftsmen in Northeast Illinois and Northwest Indiana:

• Pipefitters
• Millwrights
• Ironworkers
• Boilermakers

• Operating Engineers
• Teamsters
• Laborers
• Carpenters 

We have the expertise, experience 
and resources to perform:

• Process and power piping fabrication and erection

• Mechanical and process equipment rigging, erection 
   and alignment

• Instrumentation

• Boiler erection and repair

• Complete plant maintenance services

• Construction management and general contracting

• Full service fab shop as well as value engineering

SAFETY

Safety is a key player on the Amex team. We are very proud 

of our Safety record. Amex employs 6 full time Safety pro-

fessionals, our Corporate Safety Director and 5 Field Safety 

Supervisors. Amex is very conscious of safety and loss con-

trol and believes Safety awareness is job one! This attitude 

not only benefits Amex, but our clients as well. 

If you are searching for a prime mechanical contractor to 

combine safety, cost control, quality, production and profes-

sionalism with modern construction methods, 

we believe you will be satisfied with 

AMEX NOOTER, LLC. We offer the value that only 

experience can provide.

INDIANA
1636 Summer Street 
Hammond, IN 46320

219-937-6100 

ILLINOIS

18501 Maple Creek Drive, 
Suite 900, Tinley Park, IL 60477

708-429-8300

AMEX NOOTER, LLC -  
A Subsidiary of Nooter Construction

www.amexnooter.com

Call Us Today!

Top 10 US States by Rank for Aerospace 
Manufacturing Attractiveness

Source: PricewaterhouseCooper

US
State 

Arizona 

Florida

Georgia

Utah

Missouri

Indiana

Texas

Michigan

Ohio

Washington

Tax 
Rank 

8

4

19

3

2

6

38

26

16

29

Industry 
Rank

6

5

10

24

29

15

2

2

4

13

Education 
Rank

20

13

14

25

21

28

10

17

17

11

Overall  
Rank

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

(AIA) announced plans to host its Supplier Management Council conference 

in Indianapolis in the spring of 2018. This is a big deal for Indiana’s growing 

industry because the AIA represents more than 300 of the nation’s major aero-

space and defense manufacturers and suppliers. Their conference will bring 

together industry partners in Indianapolis and allow new business relation-

ships to form and new innovations to be shared. 

President and Chief Executive Officer of AIA David F. Melcher said, “We 

are particularly proud to recognize Indiana as the first state to partner with 

AIA and one of our member companies (Rolls-Royce) to host a Supplier Man-

agement Council meeting. This is a major step forward in our efforts to con-

vene large and small companies to enhance opportunities for our industry and 

the communities that support them, and we hope other states and companies 

soon come forward with similar arrangements.”

This rise in international attention from the world’s aerospace manufac-

turing industry will surely bode well for the continued success of the indus-

try within Indiana’s borders. Reports like the one from PwC, which received 

global distribution, and a major international conference headed our way next 

year will only help to bolster Indiana’s standing as an aerospace leader. Hope 

     fully, as time progresses, Indiana will be able to exceed the world’s expecta- 

            tions and establish itself as a global aerospace leader. ◆

The new Purdue Technology Center Aerospace building
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utting together a roster of employees is 

pretty similar to assembling an athlet-

ic dream team, in a way. Employers are 

looking to equip their teams with the kinds of 

skills that can take their company further, boost 

efficiency, and ultimately save money. 

So, what exactly are the types of employee 

skills that can lead to financial savings for a com-

pany? We’ve done some digging over the last few 

weeks and found some interesting results. The 

types of skills that lead to the largest opportuni-

ties for savings are actually the base “soft skills” 

that have been making headlines around the 

country over the past few years. While it may 

seem dumbfounding to learn that these basic 

skills are continually in high demand, it does re-

flect the notion that, often, ordinary things are 

actually quite essential in the business world. 

Here’s a look at the top five skills we’ve found 

that can save your company money – 

Time 
Management

In business, time is mon-

ey - plain and simple. If you 

think about the econom-

ic value of your own time at work, in terms of 

output and the costs of your employment, how 

much would an hour of your time be worth? Now 

imagine a mistake has happened on one or more 

of your assignments and you have to go back and 

re-do what you’ve just finished. Quickly, you can 

tell that the dollars start adding up. In fact, a sur-

vey conducted by Salary.com found that Ameri-

can employers spend an average of $544 billion 

per year on time wasted by employees – either 

intentionally or inadvertently. Finding applicants 

that can demonstrate good time management is 

crucial to your company’s success. 

Honesty
To protect your company, 

you’re going to need honest 

employees. These days, it’s 

far too easy for companies 

to unintentionally expose themselves to things 

like fraud, theft, and identity theft. According to 

Dream 
Team

Five Skills That Can Save $$$

By Nick Dmitrovich
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the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners’ 

(ACFE), the average organization loses a median 

of 5 percent of its revenue each year due to fraud, 

and small companies are particularly more vul-

nerable to employee theft than larger ones. 

A handy tip recommended by human re-

source experts when searching for honest em-

ployee applicants is to involve several of your 

top staff members in the interview process. This 

way, you’ll have a broad sense of perspective 

about high standards and effectiveness. Your 

best employees will likely look for the traits that 

enabled their success among your interviewees, 

and they’ll also have a stake in ensuring excel-

lent applicants are hired. 

Critical Thinking
Over a company’s life-

time, there are sure to be 

many challenges and prob-

lems. That’s why critical 

thinking, – or problem solving – still ranks high 

among the attributes many employers are seek-

ing in today’s workplace. This actually ties in 

well with communication. Individuals who are 

good at solving problems are also generally good 

at providing directions toward a solution to  

their colleagues. 

Whether it’s an issue with a client, an argu-

ment with a co-worker, or simply a challenge 

that arises while reaching one of your company’s 

objectives, having people who can think fast on 

their feet and find a suitable solution can be a 

huge asset to your company. Incorporate a little 

dash of creativity, and you’ve found an outstand-

ing member for your team. 

Communication
Effective communication 

is one of the most highly 

sought after traits in today’s 

workplaces. Over the past 

few decades, research has consistently shown 

that individual and group communication skills 

leads directly to an overall improvement in pro-

ductivity and performance. Along with that, it’s 

worth noting that employees who receive clear 

and effective communication from their superi-

ors tend to be some of the most productive em-

ployees within an organization. 

It’s not exclusively about clearly defining tasks 

and objectives either. Workplace communication 

can increase employee job satisfaction when 

they’re able to have their ideas openly shared 

and acknowledged with administrators. Quality 

feedback can validate their ideas and reflect ad-

ministrative appreciation. Communication can 

also reduce absentees and turnover rates when 

employees feel like their views are valued and 

they’re receiving open and honest communica-

tion from their superiors. When all of those fac-

tors are combined, your company saves money. 

Flexibility
In the business world, 

changes come all the time. It 

could be a change in company 

protocols, a change in leader-

ship, or most likely a change in technology. When 

changes in company methods arises, your com-

pany needs people on the team that can adapt and 

function well in different situations. When em-

ployees are resistant to change, it can bog down 

your entire company. 

There’re also market changes that will likely 

occur over time. Think about it this way – over 

50 years ago, the telecommunications industry 

was a much different thing than it is today. In or-

der for your company to remain on top, you need 

people that can change with the ebb and flow of  

     business and rise to meet any challenge. ◆ 

ADVANCING 

SAFETY,  
QUALITY,  

AND  

VALUE 

IN YOUR 

PROJECTS
Join NWIBRT Today! NWIBRT.org

Northwest Indiana Business Roundtable  

(NWIBRT) provides a collaborative  

forum to Northwest Indiana business  

and industry to advance safety,  

quality, and value of construction  

and maintenance projects. www.NWICleanAir.com

Check out BuildingIndiana.com for more 
tips on how to boost your business!
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Futures
CDCs Help Businesses Grow

By Nick Dmitrovich

W
hen small businesses across the state of Indiana have aspira-

tions for growth, many of them turn their dreams into real-

ities by partnering with Certified Development Companies 

(CDCs) to find pathways toward affordable financing. 

Throughout the state, there are five primary CDCs. These organiza-

tions have been certified by the U.S. Small Business Administration to 

help businesses with things like SBA 504 loan programs and financial as-

sistance. They are set up to serve as contributors to the economic devel-

opment of their communities. CDCs work with SBA and private-sector 

lenders to provide financing to small businesses through the CDC/504 

Loan Program, which provides growing businesses with long-term, low 

cost, fixed-rate financing for major fixed assets, such as land and build-

ings. Four of the five CDCs in Indiana are nonprofit organizations. 

Each CDC in Indiana helps bring unique business growth oppor-

tunities to life. Over the last few weeks, we’ve reached out to each of 

the Indiana CDCs and collected information on some of their most 

interesting projects within the past year. Check out some of the excit-

ing developments they shared with us! 

$2 Million – American Machine Works, 
Inc.’s New Shop
Certified Development Company: Regional Development  

Company (RDC)

Partner Lender: Peoples Bank

Contractor: Lagestee-Mulder, Inc. 

Architect: Architectural Resource Corporation

American Machine Works, Inc. worked with the Regional De-

velopment Company (RDC), based in Valparaiso, and its partner 

lender, Peoples Bank, to establish a new location in Munster and add 

an additional nine workers. Before relocating to its new home in In-

diana, the company rented about 9,000 square feet of space in Lan-

sing, IL. Today, American Machine Works has a new 15,000-square-

foot location where it can continue to grow and develop new  

business opportunities. 

“The 504 Loan Program is the perfect tool for growing a success-

ful business.  After 13 years, American Machine Works had outgrown 

their space in Lansing, IL and was able to nearly double their shop’s 

square footage by moving to Indiana and using the Regional Devel-

opment Company for the expansion financing,” said Erica Dombey, 

president & executive director of the RDC. 

“As a community bank, it’s important to us to lend to small busi-

ness owners in the same communities that we serve. As a result, this 

small business lending helps foster the local economy by allowing 

businesses to buy new equipment, add workers, or sign new contracts 

for increased trade or services. We’re proud to partner with the RDC 

on this project and many others,” said Ron Knestrict, vice president, 

business banker, with Peoples Bank. 

The new building encompasses about 3,000 square feet of office 

space with a 12,000-square-foot shop. The $2 million in SBA 504 funds 

secured by both the RDC and Peoples Bank allowed American Ma-

chine Works to finance not only the land it purchased for the new lo-

cation, but also the building costs and the company’s new equipment. 

Joseph M. Yerga, the founder and president of American Machine 

Works, Inc., began working at Ardillo Corporation in 1978 as a la-

borer. He then started his apprenticeship in 1979 at the De La Garza 

Career Center. He graduated in 1983 and worked his way up the cor-

porate ladder at Ardillo Corporation, where he was a shop foreman 

for 16 years. He began working for Fisher International but always had 

aspirations of owning his own company. Five years later, in 1999, he 

opened up American Machine Works, Inc. He is committed to growing 

his business and always improving and learning in this continuously  

changing economy.

“As a community bank, it’s important 
to us to lend to small business 

owners in the same communities 
that we serve.”

Ron Knestrict,
Vice President and Business Banker of the Peoples Bank
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$7 Million - Brybelly Holdings, Inc. 
Distribution Center
Certified Development Corporation: Premier Capital Corporation

Partner Lender: Old National Bank

Contractors: Dillon Construction, Peterson Construction

Architect: Curran Architecture  

Brybelly Holdings, Inc. worked with Premier Capital Corporation, 

based in Indianapolis, and its partner lender, Old National Bank, to es-

tablish its new, state-of-the-art, 200,000-square-foot distribution center in 

Hancock County. The new location is expected to create between 50 and 

70 new jobs over the next ten years. 

Brybelly Holdings, Inc. was co-founded by Jeff Smith & Knute Lentz 

in 2004. The company operates many websites and 

offers products in a retail and wholesale capacity to 

customers in several different industries including 

gaming, toys, and health and beauty.

“We felt like Hancock County genuinely want-

ed us in their community,” Lentz said. “They of-

fered us some really good incentives, and the loca-

tion is fantastic. It was an easy decision in the end.”

Gary Huff, business development officer with 

Premier Capital Corporation, said, “The owners 

of Brybelly choose to finance their new building to 

house their headquarters and operations using the 

SBA 504 program in conjunction with Old Nation-

al Bank.  With most 504 loans, a financial institu-

tion provides 50% of the financing with the other  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

40% provided by the SBA 504 loan.  The advantage 

to the borrower is that the program minimizes 

their equity injection and locks in a competitive 

fixed rate on the 504 loan for 20 years.  Premier 

Capital has been facilitating 504 loans in Indiana 

for 40 years and the Brybelly project was our larg-

est to date.  The two owners are CPAs, so if anyone 

knows how to crunch the numbers, they do.” 

$4 Million – Global Link Distribution 
Corp.’s New Location
Certified Development Company: Business  

Development Corporation

Partner Lender: Lake City Bank

Contractor & Design Firm: JA Wagner Construction

Global Link Distribution Corp., which manufactures equipment for a 

wide array of industries, worked with the Business Development Corpo-

ration, based in South Bend, and Lake City Bank to attain 504 financing 

for its new location in Elkhart. As a result, the company was able to retain 

24 existing jobs, add an additional 16 in the last year alone, and expand 

Elkhart’s industrial profile. 

“We felt like Hancock County 
genuinely wanted us in their 
community. They offered us 

some really good incentives.”
Knute Lentz,

Co-Founded of Brybelly Holdings, Inc. 
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“Working with Lake City Bank and the BDC allowed Global Link to plan 

for and achieve a path for growth and success in the community, and its re-

spective industries, with great confidence,” said David Pairitz, one of Glob-

al Link’s owners. “Working with Lake City and the BDC team has been an  

absolute pleasure, and we could not have asked for a better group of people 

to deal with. We feel they’re really a partner in business.”

Joe Kuzmitz, President/COO Business Development Corp., said, “Busi-

ness Development Corporation is very proud to be involved in this import-

ant project. This project and the expansion at Global Link has enhanced lo-

cal economic activity and created many new quality jobs in the community.”   

Founded in 2007, Global Link offers a diverse line of OEM products 

for delivery to the RV, manufactured housing, cargo trailer, horse trailer, 

and cabinet shop industries. The company’s new 60,140-square-foot facili-

ty on Patricia Ct. has allowed Global Link to consolidate multiple locations 

and maximize operating efficiency. The building was designed to allow the 

company to double both warehouse capacity and office space. There is 

room available for a 58,000-square-foot addition should the need arise, 

which is important considering the warehouse portion of the building is 

already at capacity thanks to recent growth the company has experienced. 

The 10% borrower injection required for 504 financing came in the form 

of land already owned by Global Link, which served as the site for the new lo-

cation. The facility was designed and built by local contractor JA Wagner Con-

struction, who utilizes the local labor force, local materials, and local suppliers. 

“The 504 program has been a tremendous help in allowing us to as-

sist small businesses to startup and grow, as is the case with Global Link. 

The expansion has helped our borrower continue to grow their business 

and has had a positive impact in the community. From utilizing a local 

contractor to creating new jobs, there have been many benefits to the 

community from this project. The BDC is a great partner in these types 

of projects,” said Amber Wolfer, vice president and commercial banking 

officer at Lake City Bank.

$9 Million - Grand Park Fieldhouse
Certified Development Corporation: Indiana Statewide Certified 

Development Corporation

Partner Lender: First Internet Bank

Contractors: Lauth Construction, Coreslab Structures

Architect: American Structurepoint

From the outside, Grand Park Fieldhouse in Westfield is a muscular 

structure of load-bearing precast concrete panels and steel roofing enclos-

ing 88,000 square feet. Inside, hundreds of athletes, of both the competi-

tive and weekend varieties, sharpen their games on nine regulation basket-

ball/volleyball courts and training equipment.

A financing package totaling over $9 million helped the owners buy 

the land and build the structure. The loan – secured from the First Internet 

Where Philanthropy 
Meets Opportunity 

This publication will be distributed to Lake, Porter, LaPorte, 

Newton, Jasper, St. Joseph and Starke counties within Indiana.

Reserve Your Space Today! 

A NEW publication from 

Tiffany O’Donnell

todonnell@thinkdiversified.com

219-226-0300

John Brant

jbrant@thinkdiversified.com

219-226-0300
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LOCAL FOCUS, NATIONAL PRESENCE

Our team is committed to delivering the high-quality services of 
a nationwide leader, while using a local workforce to customize 
buildings that meet your needs and strengthen the community.

833 West Lincoln Highway
Suite 120W

Schererville, IN 46375

219.961.4325

COREConstruction.com

Indiana SBA 504 Certified Development Companies

Microloan Lenders:

• Flagship Enterprise Center

(Delaware, Grant, Hamilton,  

Hancock, Henry, Madison,  

Marion, Rush, Shelby, Tipton)

• SEED Corp.

(Bartholomew, Brown, Decatur, 

Greene, Jackson, Jennings,  

Lawrence, Monroe, Morgan, Owen)

Bank and Indiana Statewide Certified Development 

Corporation – utilized the U.S. Small Business Ad-

ministration 504 loan program. 

Fieldhouse CEO Andy Card heads the ambi-

tious project’s investment team. From the moment 

the indoor Fieldhouse opened on a cold January day 

in 2016, Card says it’s living up to its promise. “We 

are attracting regional and national basketball and 

volleyball tournaments that would not have come 

to the area before.”

In just 15 months, architectural firm American 

Structurepoint developed the plans, Coreslab Struc-

tures designed and produced 94 load-bearing concrete 

wall panels (each 32 feet long and 10 inches thick), and 

Lauth Construction of Indianapolis built the Field-

house. Meanwhile, Indiana Statewide CDC and First 

Internet Bank worked with Card and the SBA to deliv-

er the project’s financing. The Fieldhouse opened just 

before hundreds of basketball players from around the 

Midwest showed up for a tournament.

Card says, “The financing package is great. Just 

as important, the Indiana Statewide CDC and First 

Internet Bank really worked hard on this. They are 

wonderful to work with.”

First Internet Bank’s Christy Smith says, “The 

Fieldhouse is a great project and the SBA 504 loan 

helps Andy and his staff structure their financing 

and still retain capital for other start-up expenses.”

Jean Wojtowicz, executive director of Indiana 

Statewide CDC says, “We partner with banks all 

over Indiana on projects to help grow their local 

economies. Grand Park Fieldhouse is a good exam-

ple; 120 employees, from referees to trainers to op-

erations staff, run a facility that attracts thousands 

of visitors every year. It’s a major development for 

Westfield’s economy and overall lifestyle.”

Westfield Mayor Andy Cook emphasized that 

private developers built the Fieldhouse within West-

field’s publicly-financed, 400-acre outdoor Grand 

Park. “Having a basketball and volleyball facility 

brings more people to Westfield (hotels, shops, and 

restaurants) and that means a lower city tax rate, 

which is a return on the citizens’ investment.”

Primary CDCs: 

• Regional Development Company

• Premier Capital Corporation

• Indiana Statewide Certified  

  Development Corporation

• Community Development Corp. of  

  Fort Wayne

• Business Development Corporation

Source: SBA, Indiana District Office

Limited Counties Only:

• Capital Access Corporation-Kentucky  

  (Clark, Floyd, Harrison, Washington)

• County Corp Development (Fayette,  

  Franklin, Jay, Randolph, Union, Wayne)

• Horizon Certified Development Company  

  (Dearborn, Franklin, Ohio)

• Small Business Growth Corporation  

  (Jasper, Lake, Newton, Porter)

• West Central Partnership, Inc. (Allen,  

  DeKalb, Jay, Randolph, Steuben)
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$620,550 – Travis’ Auto Center’s  
New Repair Shop
Certified Development Company: Community Development  

Corporation of Fort Wayne

Partner Lender: Three Rivers Federal Credit Union

Contractor: Mosaic Building Solutions, LLC

Architect: MSKTD & Associates, Inc. 

TLR Adventures LLC, which is the holding company for Travis’ Auto 

Service, LLC, worked with the Community Development Corporation of 

Fort Wayne and Three Rivers Federal Credit Union to secure financing for 

the purchase of 1.5 acres of bare land ($187,500) and the construction of 

a new building ($433,050) that will house an automobile repair shop. The 

property is located in northeast Fort Wayne near the northwest corner of 

Maplecrest Road and Rothman Road. 

“The Community Development Corporation of Fort Wayne was hon-

ored to partner with Three Rivers FCU to finance the construction of a 

new, larger vehicle repair shop for Travis’ Auto Service. They are a valued 

company offering a needed local service to the residents in the northeast 

part of Fort Wayne and were able to also create four new full time jobs,” 

said Cheryl Blackman, executive director of Community Development 

Corporation of Fort Wayne. 

The CDC of Fort Wayne is the smallest CDC in the state of Indiana, 

in terms of SBA lending, and many of its projects tend to be conservative 

and community-focused. 

Travis’ Auto Service’s new building is approximately 3,600 square feet 

and will have six vehicle bays, a waiting area, a conference room, two of-

fices, and restrooms. 

The company’s former location was leased, and it only had two vehicle 

bays. Also, the parking lot and bullpen areas of the previous location were 

unsecured (not fenced in) and could only accommodate up to 10 vehicles. 

With the new building, Travis’ Auto Service will have significantly more 

space for business operations. The new bullpen can hold twice as many 

vehicles as the old site, and it will be secured at all times. This will improve 

the company’s efficiency by allowing easier access to vehicles that need to 

be repaired and to those that are waiting to be picked up. 

The new location is less than two miles from the former shop, so cus-

tomers will not be inconvenienced. The visibility and traffic count along 

Maplecrest Road and Rothman Road is significantly better than the for-

mer location, which will lead to additional “drive-by” customers.  

Travis Richardson has successfully owned and operated the company 

since 2006 when he purchased the assets of Parker Service Center. He is 

an ASE Master Certified Automotive Technician who graduated from ITT 

Tech with a degree in Applied Science of Automotive Repair. Richardson 

has also taught courses in suspension, alignments, brakes, electrical, and 

drivability at Ivy Tech since January 2003, and his industry experience and 

knowledge is quite strong. ◆
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For people suffering from joint pain and loss 

of mobility, orthopedic surgery can make 

a difference in quality of life. Choosing the 

right hospital for this important surgery can 

also make a difference. 

At Community Hospital in Munster, 
our board certified orthopedic surgeons 

embrace today’s advanced techniques and 

technologies in joint replacement. Innovative 

rapid recovery practices and progressive 

pain management options are offered to 

make joint surgeries easier to undergo, and 

help patients get moving sooner and enjoy 

life again.

Whether it’s knee, hip or shoulder surgery, 

our orthopedic team of physicians and 

medical professionals strive to provide this 

expert care to every patient we treat. 

Choose Community Hospital for the orthopedic program 

and surgeons that Healthgrades has chosen among their 100 Best. 

Call 219-836-3477 or toll free at 866-836-3477.

Visit www.comhs.org, follow us on Twitter 

@CHSHospitals or friend us on Facebook at CHSHospitals.

For people suffering from joint pain and loss 

of mobility, orthopedic surgery can make 

a difference in quality of life. Choosing the 

CHOOSE EXPERT CARE

CHOOSE QUALITY...
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Send It, Save It. 
Don’t Print It.
How Much Can Your Company
Really Save by Going Paperless?

By Nick Dmitrovich
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I
t feels like more and more companies are 

choosing to offer their clients a paper- 

less option when it comes to typical  

printed needs. Many major retailers are now 

offering emailed receipts and many ma-

jor utility providers have begun delivering  

their invoices through email rather than  

the standard mail option. On the surface,  

one might think this paperless trend is  

entirely based on environmental resource  

concerns, or the “green” image a company is 

hoping to convey – but the truth is, in many  

cases, it’s simply a much more cost- 

effective option. 

So how much can a company really save 

by going paperless? Actually… quite a lot. 

Think about all of the different ways that 

paper is used in your office. It gets printed, 

read, reviewed, revised, printed again, filed, 

shredded, mailed, faxed, and so much more. 

Throughout all of those processes, someone 

is being paid to perform them. 

Then there’s waste. Have you ever mistak-

enly printed something and needed to print it 

again? Or accidently printed a 12-page doc-

ument when you only needed the first two 

pages? Multiply this waste by the number of 

people in your office, and you can almost see 

the dollars flying right out your window. 

Entrepreneur magazine found that the av-

erage office worker uses about 10,000 sheets 

of copy paper a year. That’s 40 pounds, or 

roughly two full cases of paper per employee! 

Depending on the number of employees you 

have, your company could literally be print-

ing tons of unnecessary paper per year. And 

we haven’t even taken a look at the cost of 

ink, which is usually much more expensive 

by volume than paper. 

One of the most common arguments 

against switching to a paperless operation 

frequently falls to the perceived difficulties 

that could arise during the transition. Yes, 

a company is going to need computers and 

probably a data storage option like a server 

or cloud storage. And yes, computers tend to 

have a shorter lifespan than a filing cabinet 

due to technology obsolescence. But when 

the additional benefits of a digital filing sys-

tem are weighed against a traditional one, the 

diminishing value of a computer over time is 

much smaller than the constant losses that 

paper produces. Honestly, once a paper docu-

ment is filed in your cabinet, how many more 

times do you really need to bring it back out? 

Once? Maybe a handful of times? One starts 

to wonder if it’s even worth printing. 

39% of printed 
paper copies are 

thrown away.
Source: Entrepreneur
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Be sure to check out our website at BuildingIndiana.com for more 
topics and ideas to help your company save. 

Average estimates show that 
one four-drawer cabinet:

It costs $20 to file a document

$120 to search for a misfiled document

It costs approximately $250 to recreate  
a lost document 

Regarding maintenance
costs for standard filing:

Holds 15K-20K pages of paper

Costs $25,000 to fill

Costs $2,000 per year to 
maintain (man hours)

Source: Entrepreneur, INC Magazine, K2 Enterprises

Circle “R” Electric, Inc.

(219) 762.5588

Current Electric, Inc.

(219) 872.7736

DJL, Inc. d/b/a K.B. Electric

(219) 872.4639

Ellis Electric, Inc.

(219) 926.7400

Residential Electric

(219) 362.8886

K V Electric

(219) 987.2646

Stephani Electric

(219) 362.2219

New Age Telecom, Inc.

(219) 369.4355

Building a Better World for All of Us
®

We’ve been helping to build 

Indiana for more than 20 years. 

We serve our clients throughout 

Indiana as well as our clients in 

greater Illinois, the Chicagoland 

area, and Michigan.

MARKETS 

Buildings 

Energy 

Environmental 

Infrastructure 

Transportation 

Water

 

INDIANAPOLIS  |  641.424.6344
 

MICHIGAN CITY  |  219.809.6145 

MUNSTER  |  317.762.6767

sehinc.com 

Engineers  |  Architects  |  Planners  |  Scientists

Beyond the upfront and obvious cost savings for printing less, going 

paperless can save companies money in a whole bunch of other ways. 

Factors like efficiency and productivity are traits that almost every com-

pany is looking to augment, and they each carry several indirect financial 

benefits. Take a look at some of the other ways going paperless can boost 

your company: 

Organization – When your documents are searchable, you won’t 

need to comb through a filing cabinet to find them. Just run a search 

for them! Save time, save money, and find what you need quickly. 

Communicate with Clients Faster – These days, most 

people carry their email in their pocket. When you’ve got a new cam-

paign, or a message you want to distribute to your clients, it’s faster, 

cheaper, and easier to send it digitally. Also, your company can bill cli-

ents much faster digitally. You’ll reduce the wait times for your invoic-

es to reach your clients and the time their payments take to reach you. 

Greater Security & Storage – What’s going to happen 

to all of your paper copies if your office catches fire? They’re going 

to go up in smoke. Digital files will still be safe if you back them up 

with cloud storage or redundant servers. Also, digital methods take up 

much less floor space than all of your filing cabinets, freeing up more 

room in your office. 

Flexibility – Have you ever needed an important document while 

you were away from the office? Perhaps you were in a meeting or 

working from home. In any case, keeping your important files digital-

ly stored will allow you to access them from everywhere. 

However you look at it, even though making the switch to a paperless 

office takes a little bit of effort, there are a lot of benefits to be gained. From 

reducing direct costs to maximizing returns on indirect costs, going paper-

less is definitely the way to go. ◆ 
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View this article at BuildingIndiana.com 
for key Tax Abatement 101 terminology. 

A
t its foundation, economic development 

is based upon understanding: (i) a com-

munity’s or region’s assets, its strengths, 

weaknesses, opportunities, and threats; (ii) its 

economic development capacity; and (ii) the in-

centive capacity and parameters, including the 

support of local elected officials to consider and 

approve financial incentivization packages. Lo-

cal economic development organizations (LE-

DOs) must be accomplished and knowledgeable 

in each area to stimulate sustained long-term 

growth and development. 

It is critical to develop, identify, and deter-

mine financial incentivization of a prospective 

project for discussion and presentation to elect-

ed officials and ultimately for negotiations with 

prospects to close the deal. Without this basic 

understanding, success is limited. 

This article will focus on one financial in-

centive resource – Economic Revitalization 

Area (ERA) Assessed Valuation Deductions, or 

commonly referred to as “Tax Abatement.” The 

intent of this article is to provide the basic and 

necessary information for an economic devel-

opment professional to apply the correct termi-

nology of Tax Abatement. 

Authority
The Deduction for Rehabilitation or Re-

development of Real Property in Economic 

Revitalization Areas statute for the State of 

Indiana may be found under the following In-

diana Code citation: I.C. 6-1.1-12.1 (“the Act”). 

This should be required reading for each LEDO 

staff member responsible for economic develop-

ment. In fact, it is recommended that as a LEDO 

professional you have a dedicated binder which 

includes tabs for the Act, Indiana Administra-

tive Code 50 IAC 10 tilted “Economic Revital-

ization Area Deductions,” and for each type of 

additional form required by the Indiana Depart-

ment of Local Government Finance (DLGF). 

This should become your Tax Abatement “Book  

of Knowledge”.

Application to Economic 
Development and LEDOs

Tax Abatement by statute is intended to apply 

only to industrial and manufacturing facilities, 

which includes research and development, lo-

gistics distribution, and information technology 

facilities and their personalproperty, UNLESS:

• Specifically identified under Section 3(e)(10) 

of the Act “Any facility the primary purpose of 

which is retail food and beverage service, automo-

bile sales or service, or other retail” located in an 

Economic Development Target Area (EDTA), 

established pursuant to Section 7 of the Act;

Tax Abatement 101
Handy Tips to 
Get You Started

By Dan Botich,  
Senior Economic  
Development Professional,  
SEH of Indiana, LLC
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Commercial & Industrial Experts
One Property at a Time

Let us find the perfect location for you!
Merrilliville    Indianapolis    Chicago

219-736-0014      312-446-7059

www.Commercial-Adv.com

HIGHLAND
 10,000 SF – 600 SF is Office
 1 Acre 
 3 Drive in Doors (14’)
 3 Phase – 220 AMPS
 16’ Ceiling height

MERRILLVILLE
 2,000 SF to 8,000 SF 
 Each Unit has a Dock
 M-1 Zoning
 3 Phase 

EAST CHICAGO
 100,000 SF – 2,500 SF Office 
 8.12 Acres
 3 Phase – 480 Volt
 28’-30’ Ceiling Height
 2 Docks – 2 Drive-In Doors
 25 Ton Crane Minimal  
    Capability

GRIFFITH
 9,000 SF – 3,000 is Office
 1 Acre  
 1 Dock – 1 Drive in 
 3 Phase – 200 Amps
 Ceiling height 17’ 

GARY
 24,000 SF – 4,000 SF Office 
 18’- 20’ Ceiling Height
 3 Phase – 480 Volt  – 200  
   AMPs
 1 Dock
 T8 Lighting

EAST CHICAGO
 247,894 SF – 9,000 SF Office
 8.78 Acres
 25’-32’ Ceiling Height
 3 Phase – 480 Volt – 600  AMPs
 10 Total Cranes – 2 to 30 ton

HOBART
 13 Acres 
 Can be divided into 2, 3, 8  
    acres lots 
 Utilities available at site 
 B-3 Zoning (City will allow  
    M-1)
 Located 2 Miles from I-65  
    on RT 30

GARY
 5 Acres 
 Potential Industrial Zoning
 Build-to-suit opportunities
 Located right of I80/94
 7 Miles from IL border
  Pilot is locating right next  
    to subject property

• Residential property that is: (i) a multi-family 

facility that contains at least 20% of the units 

for low- and moderate-income individuals; 

(ii) located within an EDTA; or (iii) located 

within a Residentially Distressed Area (RDA).

Purposes of an ERA 
Assessed Valuation 
Deduction (Tax Abatement)

The purposes of Tax Abatement is to achieve 

certain economic development growth goals for 

a region or community, such as:

• Retaining or attracting employment positions 

for a specific company or industry;

• Directing private investment for the revital-

ization of distressed local economies or areas 

of a community as part of redevelopment or 

economic development programming;

• Increasing the long-term assessed valuation 

for a taxing unit; and 

• Addressing locational cost disadvantages  

or gap-financing.

Tax Abatement is an 
Assessed Valuation 
Deduction First

A misconception of Tax Abatement is this 

financial incentive is a tax savings. Tax Abate-

ment is an annual percentage deduction of as-

sessed valuation as the result of new investment. 

For the property owner, this deduction may be 

quantified as an annual realized tax savings, 

which over an entire abatement period, may be 

estimated to provide gap-financing or incentive 

to locate in designated ERAs, EDTAs, or RDAs 

of a community, as well as to retain and/or create 

employment positions in a community, includ-

ing other promises of an applicant to perform 

certain actions related to the Tax Abatement.

Conclusion
Tax Abatement of qualified, tangible prop-

erty is a useful economic development financial 

incentivization tool for any county, city, and 

town municipal government. Becoming knowl-

edgeable in its application and understanding 

the basics of Tax Abatement is critical to imple-

menting each LEDO’s economic development 

strategy for sustained long-term development. ◆

Source: Wells 
County, IN

Top Five Tax  
Abatement Uses: 

Building  
Improvements  

Any new structure, building 

addition, or other improvement 

that increases the assessed  

value of your facility 

New Manufacturing 
Equipment 

New equipment used in direct 

production, manufacturing, 

fabrication, assembly, etc. of 

your company’s product. Used 

equipment can be eligible  

for abatement too   

New Logistical  
Distribution Equipment 

Any equipment that is  

used for the storage or  

distribution of goods,  

services, or information   

New Information  
Technology Equipment 

Any equipment, including 

software, that’s used in 

information processing,  

office automation,  

telecommunication, etc.    

Research and  
Development Equipment 

Any equipment used in 

experimental or laboratory 

research and development of 

new products, new uses of 

existing products, or improving 

or testing existing products    
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Planning the
Unthinkable  
What to do after a workplace fatality

By Nick Dmitrovich

I
t’s not easy to pick up the pieces and carry 

onward after the unthinkable happens. For 

many managers and owners, getting a com-

pany back on track after an employee has died 

on the job might just be one of the most diffi-

cult tasks they’ll ever encounter. The loss of 

a coworker, friend, or possibly even a family 

member shouldn’t be taken lightly or ignored. 

Business leaders would be wise to have a plan in 

place to help efficiently manage the situation for 

their employees and themselves. 

Most companies, especially in the industrial 

sectors, already have an emergency action plan 

(EAP) in place to help coordinate responses 

to major catastrophic events or accidents. But, 

when dealing with a fatality, your EAP might 

not cover all of the elements needed to recu-

perate effectively. Managing a fatality has some 

additional stipulations over other types of in-

cidents and requires administrators to demon-

strate additional consideration and tact. 

We’ve gathered a few suggestions that might 

deserve a place within your EAP, if only to better 

position your company to respond as efficiently 

as possible. Take a look: 

Managing the Media – 

While managing the media might not be near 

the top of the list for the most compassionate things 

to do immediately after a workplace fatality, those re-

porters are going to start calling you pretty quickly. 

Is your company prepared to handle unusually high 

volumes of media inquiries amidst all the stress and 

emotional impacts that follow a workplace death? 

The image your company projects through-

out the media coverage of your incident could 

FACT: 

Before OSHA was created 43 years 

ago, an estimated 14,000 workers 

were killed on the job every year. 

Today, workplaces are much safer 

and healthier, going from 38 fatal 

injuries a day to 12.

Source: OSHA

Planning the 
Unthinkable
What to Do After a Workplace Fatality

By Nick Dmitrovich
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have long-lasting repercussions on your busi-

ness. Fumbling in this endeavor could com-

pletely destroy notions the public holds  

regarding your competency, regard for employee 

safety, and professionalism. Here are a few key strat-

egies to follow: 

• Companies should appoint a single  

spokesperson for dealing with all  

media communications. 

• Media access to the jobsite should  

be controlled. 

• To avoid rumors and speculation, provide only 

known facts to the media. Employers should 

report only what is necessary. 

• Focus on delivering a positive message in terms 

of your company’s full cooperation with au-

thorities, sympathy for the families, dedication 

to safety, etc. 

• Remember, your spokesperson is not just 

speaking to the media and the general public. 

Their message will be heard by your employ-

ees and clients as well. You must show that 

your company is taking the accident seriously,  

conducting a full investigation and review,  

and will work diligently to prevent the  

situation from recurring.

 Providing Time to Heal –

Your EAP should already have the anticipated 

responses like accident investigation and inqui-

ry, but does it contain anything about counseling 

options for your employees? Grief counseling is 

frequently overlooked by many EAPs, but it’s no 

joke, and it’s not for wimps – especially if you want 

your company to return to full productivity as soon  

as possible. 

The reasons for this are two-fold: you want your 

employees to have the time they need to heal, and 

you also want to show them your company values 

their hard work and safety. Above all, your compa-

ny’s success or failure largely depends on your em-

ployees. Even though the aftermath of a fatality is 

a very dark time, it’s also an opportune moment to 

show your staff that the company cares about them. 

As soon as possible, organize a debriefing ses-

sion for your employees. Normally, these are volun-

tary meetings where employees are encouraged to 

attend and are given the opportunity to speak and 

express their grief. Thoughts of remembrance will 

be shared, and the meeting can be used to plan acts 

of condolence for the lost worker’s family. Research 

has shown that action is one of the most effective 

methods of recuperation, and it gives grieving 

individuals a sense of focus and direction that  

helps process their feelings. In some cases, com-

panies choose to have these debriefing sessions  

organized by professional grief counselors, and 

they may be held in one-on-one sessions with  

professionals as needed. 

It’s also critical to provide time for employees to 

attend funeral services. Depending on the specific 

staffing needs of your company, this might mean 

that visitation will need to take place in shifts or 

that temporary workers will need to be brought in 

to cover the absences. Additionally, your employees 

should be permitted to organize acts of remem-

brance if they so choose. Examples of these include 

workplace events, such as a luncheon or reception, 

fundraising activities for a chosen charity or for the 

deceased employee’s family, and others.

Over the lifespan of a company, there will be 

many trying moments. The days following a work-

place fatality will probably rank highly among them. 

Ensuring that your emergency action plan contains 

details on how to help your company move forward 

from these types of incidents will be paramount 

to the recovery of both your employees and your 

company overall. ◆  

For more worker’s compensation  
and safety topics, visit our website  
at BuildingIndiana.com!
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Christensen Ehret

Chicago
Los Angeles
NW Indiana
Sacramento 

200 Russell Street
                                Hammond IN 46320

                    United States
                   219 629 8185

                          

christensenlaw.com                                      

We know that our clients expect more than legal expertise. 

They demand lawyers who possess business acumen, exercise 

common sense, and keep the bottom line in plain view. 

Over the past twenty years, we’ve built a reputation on 

understanding our clients’ business risks and protecting 

them from these risks. We respond to problems with 

intelligence, judgment, dedication, and enthusiasm.
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J
ust a few weeks ago, the Northwest In-

diana Forum, which is an economic de-

velopment organization based in Portage 

that represents more than 130 member compa-

nies, published its 2017 legislative agenda that 

outlined several key infrastructure initiatives 

intended to boost business and quality of life 

throughout the region. These priorities, which 

were developed by the Forum’s members, are 

designed to strengthen Northwest Indiana’s 

economy from a global perspective and help 

companies remain competitive. 

The Forum made its announcement at an 

event in Indy that included about 100 of its 

members, 15 legislators, Indiana Secretary of 

Commerce Jim Schellinger, and other elected 

officials. Specifically, the Forum detailed four 

regional infrastructure objectives that it will be 

supporting in recommendations to state legis-

lators throughout 2017. Building Indiana sat 

down with the President and Chief Executive 

Officer of the Forum, Heather Ennis, to learn 

more about these objectives. They include the 

following points: 

Transportation 
Infrastructure Legislative 
Improvements: 

The Forum recognizes the need to provide 

long term planning and funding of local and 

state transportation infrastructure projects as a 

critical component to the success of economic 

development in Indiana. 

This relates directly to the funding propos-

als contained in House Bill 1002 (see our Cover 

Story in this issue on page 38 for much more in-

formation on this funding topic), and reforms to 

the way that fuel taxes are disbursed. The Forum 

would like to see 100% of the revenue from fuel 

taxes be used exclusively for roadways. Also, the 

Forum supports further study into tolling along 

Indiana’s highways, as described in HB 1002. 

“For too long, we haven’t been able to main-

tain the infrastructure inventory we have. We’ve 

had to pick and prioritize,” Ennis said. “To just 

do the bare minimum is no longer acceptable 

because we’re being outperformed.” 

When asked whether or not she felt that state 

legislators would take the Forum’s infrastruc-

ture recommendations seriously, Ennis said she 

Staying  
Competitive  

NWI Makes Case for  
Infrastructure Improvements

By Nick Dmitrovich
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For more Indiana logistics topics, visit  
our website at BuildingIndiana.com!
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is very optimistic. She said, “Our delegation is 

extremely open to coming to the table and dis-

cussing topics with us. They’re reasonable, and 

they listen. Working together helps all of us plan 

ahead for the future and create results that col-

lectively avoid unintended outcomes. We con-

tinually want to make sure that we have all the 

tools available for economic development, and 

we can achieve that by working well together.” 

Investment of the 
Northwest Indiana 
Commuter Rail Expansion 
and Infrastructure: 

With Northwest Indiana’s proximity to the 

nation’s 3rd largest economy, the continued 

investment in commuter rail will provide the 

means to retain and attract a talented workforce 

as residents of Northwest Indiana. 

Ennis explained that the Forum’s position on 

the expansion of the South Shore rail line from 

Gary to Michigan City is very much in line with 

the position the NWI Regional Development 

Authority has taken on the subject. 

“People don’t normally think of infrastruc-

ture as being a quality of life subject until they 

can’t get to where they need to go,” Ennis said. 

“We want to build up our amenities to be able to 

attract more talent and new business opportuni-

ties to the area.”

“During Indiana’s recent election,” she add-

ed, “It was encouraging to see that both candi-

dates for governor supported this expansion. 

Our shared perspective is that if the tracks were 

not expanded, it would cost Indiana a great deal 

of missed opportunities.” 

The project will add a second full track 

to the existing South Shore line from Gary to 

Michigan City. Double-tracking will greatly re-

duce commuting times to and from Chicago by 

allowing the South Shore to increase the num-

ber and speed of trains it runs each day. This 

will elevate the region above its suburban Illi-

nois counterparts in the competition for Tran-

sit-Oriented Development, new businesses, and  

new residents. 

Continued Support for 
the Coalition for the 
Improvements of US 30: 

The Forum supports the continued study ef-

forts of US 30 as a freeway without grade cross-

ings from State Road 49 east to the Ohio/Indi-

ana state line. 

This is a long-term objective held by the Forum 

and several other entities throughout the North-

west Indiana region, wherein US 30 frequently 

known for its traffic congestion would be devel-

oped into a more efficient system. However, due 

to the sheer number of businesses that would be 

impacted by this expansion, at this time, the Forum 

is only advocating for further study into the matter. 

Infrastructure 
Improvements within the 
Higher Education Sector  
of Northwest Indiana: 

The Forum supports funding for the Purdue 

University Northwest Bioscience Innovation Build-

ing from the State of Indiana. The funding plan for 

the construction of the building is $40.5 million. 

“Academic infrastructure makes a huge dif-

ference on our regional workforce development 

initiatives,” Ennis said. “Our goal is to connect 

skills to available jobs in the area and also to 

bring new opportunities to existing companies.” 

In an effort to create stronger corporate as-

sets throughout the region, the Forum has been 

advocating for continued training of incumbent 

workers from local companies. This is part of 

an overall push to ensure Indiana companies 

remain competitive on the global stage and for  

      advancing the capabilities of local operations. ◆
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L
ong-term medical conditions, commonly 

referred to as chronic illnesses, present a 

complicated challenge for employers. You 

want to show compassion for the needs of your 

staff, but you have to mitigate losses in produc-

tivity as much as possible. It’s a balancing act 

with no definitive one-size-fits-all solution. 

The types of illnesses referred to here 

run a wide gamut and could have a major or 

minor impact on your company. For example, 

individuals with asthma will likely have 

increased absenteeism on days with poor 

air quality. Perhaps this can be mitigated by 

simply allowing the individual to work from 

home on those kinds of days. But if you have 

an employee that becomes suddenly afflicted 

by a major degenerative disease that produces 

the loss of motor control or other bodily 

functions, the situation can become much 

more complex. In situations like these, it can 

be extremely difficult to satisfy the definition of  

“reasonable accommodations.” 

Terminating this type of employee can be 

a very risky decision. First and foremost, there 

are regulations to consider, such as the Amer-

icans with Disabilities Act Amendments Act 

(ADAAA), the Family Medical Leave Act, and 

other similar laws. Secondly, in this current age 

of social media and incessant news coverage, ter-

minating an employee that suffers from a chron-

ic illness can outright destroy your company’s 

image. That isn’t to say it can’t be done, however, 

under the umbrella of poor performance. But it 

should never be an employer’s go-to strategy. 

Instead, employers should find ways to exam-

ine their ill employees’ needs on a case-by-case 

basis and collaborate with them to determine the 

best pathway forward. Research has shown that 

open and honest dialogues regarding the em-

ployee’s individual needs is the smoothest way 

to develop strategies to help afflicted employ-

ees perform their job duties. Legally, under the 

ADAAA, employers are not allowed to discrim-

inate against chronically ill employees, but they 

are allowed to ask questions in an effort to gain 

a better understanding of the employee’s needs.  

Employers should evaluate the demands 

and duties as described by the ill individual’s 

job description and will need to figure out what 

kinds of assistance the person will need to fulfill 

them. Take care when making any changes to a 

person’s position or pay rates though, as certain 

acts along those lines can be interpreted as re-

taliation against the ill employee, which is pro-

hibited by the ADAAA. Your sole obligations 

are: to provide reasonable accommodations so 

the individual can still fulfill their duties and to 

make no discriminatory actions against the in-

dividual’s employment. 

Remember employers are not required to 

provide an accommodation that would constitute 

a significant difficulty or expenditure, such as va-

let service for an ill employee. A more reasonable 

request would be taking extra time off to receive 

treatments, which is common in these cases.   

A Look at Some of  
the Rules Employers 
Should Know  

Brief Summary of The Family Medical  

Leave Act: 

The Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA) enti-

tles eligible employees of covered employers (50 

or more employees) to take unpaid, job-protect-

ed leave for specified family and medical reasons 

with continuation of group health insurance 

coverage under the same terms and conditions 

as if the employee had not taken leave. Eligible 

employees are entitled to:

A Balancing  
Act 
Working to 
Manage 
Compassion  
and Business

By Nick Dmitrovich

Source: Center  
for Economics  
and Policy Research

   Fact: Among 22 
  wealthy nations, 
   the US is the only one  
     that does not guarantee  
       workers paid time off  
                   for illness.
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• Twelve workweeks of leave in a 12-month period for:

• A serious health condition that makes the employee unable to 

perform the essential functions of his or her job; or

• To care for the employee’s spouse, child, or parent who has a seri-

ous health condition. 

Key Points from the Americans with Disabilities Act Amendments Act:

• It is unlawful for a covered entity (employer) not to make reasonable 

accommodation to the known physical or mental limitations of an oth-

erwise qualified applicant or employee with a disability, unless such cov-

ered entity can demonstrate that the accommodation would impose an 

undue hardship on the operation of its business.

• An individual with a disability is not required to accept an accommoda-

tion, aid, service, opportunity, or benefit which such qualified individ-

ual chooses not to accept. However, if such individual rejects a reason-

able accommodation, and cannot, as a result of that rejection, perform 

the essential functions of the position, the individual will not be  

considered qualified.
Source: DOL, ADAAA

While there is no general, clear-cut solution to managing chronic ill-

nesses in the workplace, maintaining flexibility and an openness to finding 

suitable alternatives is really the only sure option that employers have. It’s 

definitely a delicate matter and one that could produce a major impact on  

         your business. Employers and employees will need to work together    

              in order to achieve the best possible results. ◆

For more workplace wellness topics, visit BuildingIndiana.com!

Top Five Most Common  
Accommodations Provided  
by Employers 

• Parking lot or transportation modifications, closer parking spaces, 

ease of access

• Facility accessibility, such as wheelchair access, ramps, powered 

doors, etc. 

• New equipment to help perform regular duties

•  Job restructuring or alternate responsibilities

•  Modifications to the work environment 

Source: Society for Human Resource Managers
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W
hat would you do if you learned there 

was a way for your company to devel-

op and train your next generation of 

qualified workers while simultaneously making 

a dramatic difference in the lives of the state’s 

most at-risk youth? Would you give in to mis-

conceptions about these young individuals, or 

would you look deeper to see the truth?

Here’s a hard-hitting fact for you – virtually 

every county in the state of Indiana is going to 

have students that fall through the cracks this 

year. Many see these kids as unemployable, but 

they’re wrong. It’s not that these students lack 

talent or potential – they have tons of it. The 

only thing these young people have ever lacked 

is opportunity, and today a unique educational 

method is helping them attain it. 

Right now, in 25 different locations through-

out the state of Indiana, the Crossing School of 

Business and Entrepreneurship is helping com-

panies and students build futures. Their work 

goes much further than a traditional school-to-

work program. In fact, the school’s efforts bor-

der much closer to economic development for 

nearly every entity involved in their system. 

The Crossing works with companies to estab-

lish a progressive training program within their 

operations. Student work teams will study and 

train beside one of the school’s certified teach-

ers or job training instructors within assigned 

companies. The students will still be learning ac-

ademics and earning their high school diplomas, 

but they’ll also earn multiple important certifica-

tions, develop critical skills, and learn about the 

company’s entire business model. 

“Our students train within your company, 

your culture, and at the end of the semester, 

companies have the option to hire them if they 

so choose,” said Rob Staley, CEO of the Cross-

ing and former 25-year administrator within 

the public school sector. “At that point, they will 

have proven their capabilities and shown em-

ployers they can be some of the most loyal and 

committed employees they’re likely to find.” 

Want to Make a  
Difference?

Change the Lives  
of At-Risk Youth 

By Nick Dmitrovich

Facts and Figures 
About the Crossing

In just the last four years…

• 540 diplomas have been awarded

•  31,626 hours of community 

service have been given to local 

communities

•  830 individuals have been 

certified in a job training program

Also, student retention rates run high: 

• 84% retention rate

•  82% attendance rate

•  91% of students report positive 

relationships with the Crossing 

teachers

Budget breakdown: 

• The Crossing has a $7.5 million 

annual budget. 65% of its 

revenue comes from public 

school tuition transfers, 20-25% 

from vouchers and 10-15% from 

private donations.

Source: Crossing School of Business & Entrepreneurship 
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The school has created and implemented a 

microbusiness program, wherein the students 

actually lead self-funded small businesses. The 

microbusinesses are backed by a business advi-

sory board that assumes the financial liability 

for the students while also showing them how to 

adapt and build profitable ventures. 

A great example of this is the Crossing’s rela-

tionship with Master Spas, a Fort Wayne-based 

manufacturer of hot tubs. While a student work 

team was studying within Master Spas’s facility, 

they identified opportunities surrounding the 

company’s use of wooden pallets. This led to the 

students actually forming their own pallet com-

pany that serves Master Spas, and the young en-

trepreneurs even negotiated a lumber deal with 

a Michigan-based company for their supplies. 

Today, the students manage the production side 

of their pallet company, as well as the marketing 

and operations departments of the business.

“It has been an amazing blessing to be con-

nected with the Crossing school and students. 

Through the job training program at Master 

Spas, our employees have had the opportunity to 

help instruct students in the work environment 

to help prepare them for future employment. We 

have seen student leaders emerge through run-

ning their own pallet-making operation. Wit-

nessing the transformation of these students to 

young leaders with a purpose has really had a 

huge impact on many of us at Master Spas,” said 

Terry Valmassoi, President of Master Spas. 

“This is a real business,” Staley said. “It’s not a 

shop class. These kids are learning business ac-

counting and planning, sales, and inventory man-

agement. We educate kids by building businesses.” 

“Also, for Master Spas and other companies 

like them, this type of relationship really shows 

their willingness to give back to the communi-

ty,” he added. “These companies have literally 

wrapped their arms around our students and the 

outcomes have been incredible.”

Perhaps the real question should be: What 

kind of legacy do you want your company to 

leave? If you’re hoping to make a difference – a 

real difference – while at the same time gen-

erating your own highly-skilled applicants, 

showcasing your community involvement, and 

finding interesting ways to streamline your own 

business model, then establishing a partnership 

with the Crossing is definitely something to 

consider. Don’t let misconceptions about at-risk 

teens steer you away. They’re as much an oppor- 

       tunity for you as you can be for them. ◆ 

For other topics on training and education, 
visit our website at BuildingIndiana.com!

Crossing School 
of Business & 

Entrepreneurship 
Partner Companies

Elkhart
• DJ Construction

• Thor Motor Coach

• Newmar Luxury Motor Homes

Ft. Wayne 
• Master Spas

Syracuse
• Poly-Wood

Anderson
• Community Hospital

Elkhart
• Salvation Army

• DC Coaters

• Saran Industries 

Plymouth
• Headsight Inc.

South Bend
• Headsight Inc.

Source:  The Crossing 
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onprofit organizations are gearing up for 

what might be a very generous 24-month 

stretch as companies and individuals be-

gin to open up their hearts (and pocketbooks) 

to philanthropy in Indiana, and forecasts are 

definitely in their favor. Recent research from 

the Indiana University Lilly Family School of 

Philanthropy shows charitable giving is project-

ed to rise all across the country over the next 

two years as increased economic growth pro-

vides many entities with greater budget leeway. 

At the start of 2017, the school published 

The Philanthropy Outlook 2017 & 2018, which 

described some of the trends impacting the 

nonprofit industry today. It stated, “Today’s 

philanthropy involves high-profile donors and 

social causes featured as trending topics on so-

cial media feeds. Corporations are partnering 

with charities to provide consumers with daily 

opportunities to make social impact. Investors 

are leveraging their resources to make large-

scale change in creating a better tomorrow for 

entire population. Individuals from all walks of 

life are taking advantage of multiple means of 

engagement with charities to ‘give back’ and ‘pay 

it forward.’”

The renewed societal emphasis on giving 

back has strengthened the nonprofit sector, 

which according to the report is now experienc-

ing an organizational revenue approaching $2 

trillion annually or 5.4% of U.S. gross domestic 

product (GDP) and a growth in staffing and 

wages that has outpaced those in the public and 

corporate sectors over a recent ten-year period.

The report breaks down current nonprofit 

industry trends into three recipient subsectors: 

education, health, and public-society benefit. 

Through the year 2018, all of these categories are 

projected to receive increased action among their 

support bases. Researchers specifically noted: 

• Education giving is expected to grow as 

a percentage of total giving, from an es-

timated 15% in 2014 to 17% in 2018. The 

education subsector has seen relatively large 

year-over-year gains in philanthropic giving 

in the last several years. Giving to institutions 

of higher education and private schools has 

been particularly strong, especially via online 

methods. Billion-dollar university campaigns 

have been numerous and successful for both 

public and private institutions.

Distribution of Total Giving by Source for 2017 and 2018

Source: IU Lilly Family School of Philanthropy 

5% 5%
8.7% 8.9%

15.6% 15.9%

70.7% 70.7%

2017 2018

              Individuals & Households              Foundations              Estates              Corporations

A Very 
Generous 
Forecast  

Philanthropic 
Projections  

for 2017-2018

By Nick Dmitrovich
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• Giving to health will remain stable at 8% of 

total giving through 2017 and will grow to 

9% of total giving in 2018. Fundraising in the 

health subsector has produced mixed results 

in recent years. Support of organizations that 

research and treat specific diseases has real-

ized moderate increases, but hospital fund-

raising appears to have grown more slowly. 

Online giving to health organizations has also 

realized slower growth as compared to oth-

er types of organizations, and peer-to-peer 

fundraising initiatives have seen declines.

• The share of giving to public-society benefit 

is also expected to grow, from 7% in 2014, 

2015, and 2016, to 8% in 2017 and 2018. 

The public-society benefit subsector has con-

tinued to realize varied fundraising results by 

organizational type. Giving to national do-

nor-advised funds has risen by large margins 

in recent years, but giving to support federated 

funds has generally been less positive. Never-

theless, many organizations focused on civic 

and human rights have seen important gains.

Overall, the research indicates that philan-

thropy can be expected to grow in 2017 and 

2018 at rates of about 3.6% and 3.8%, respective-

ly. Among the biggest projected trends cited in 

the report were several key points: 

• The total giving rate is expected to rise above 

the five-year annualized average for total giv-

ing, but will be below the ten-year and 25-year  

annualized averages.

• All sources of giving are projected to increase 

their contributions in 2017 and 2018. Giving 

by foundations will see the largest increases 

in both years, followed by giving by bequest. 

Increases in contributions from individuals/

households will be higher than the increases 

for gifts made by corporations.

• Among the recipient subsectors, giving to 

health will increase the most in both years. 

In 2017 and 2018, the health subsector will be 

the only one among those analyzed that will 

see giving rise above ten-year, 25-year, and 

40-year historical trends. Giving to public-so-

ciety benefit will exceed two of these noted 

historical trends, while giving to education 

will exceed one of these historical trends.

Habits are also changing among the medi-

ums and methods that donors are choosing as 

their avenue for philanthropy. Most notably 

is the continued rise in crowdfunding cam-

paigns, which raised between $17 billion and 

$34 billion in 2015. Most of that money went to 

for-profit startup companies, but it’s worth not-

ing that about $6 billion of those contributions 

were made to individuals or organizations for  

cause purposes. 

The report cites an interesting statistic 

from the Pew Research Center which found 

that 22% of Americans have contributed to 

a crowdfunding campaign on such sites as 

GoFundMe, Kickstarter, or YouCaring over 

the past year. This data reflects that these on-

line mediums give donors a sense of connec-

tion to the entity they’ve chosen to support 

which might help nonprofit organizations 

form new pathways to connect with donors. 

Using this method, the IU Lilly School of 

Philanthropy suggested that the emotional 

appeal behind the stories told on these on-

line fundraising sites helps connect the values 

of a nonprofit with the values of donors and 

could become a significant part of nonprofit  

       fundraising strategy. ◆ 

For more philanthropic ideas and topics, 
visit our website at BuildingIndiana.com!
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D
rones (officially called Unmanned Air-

craft Systems, or UAS) have become 

much more useful to companies than 

some might think. What was once a novelty gad-

get has become a full-fledged marketing and busi-

ness tool – provided companies adhere to federal 

guidelines and practical usage applications. 

As a launching point, let’s examine some inter-

esting ways drones can help boost your business:

 

1. An Unparalleled View
First and foremost, one of the best features  

drones provide is an unparalleled perspective 

when it comes to video and photography. At a 

major event or gathering, for example, they can 

be used to take sweeping views of the crowd. For 

a real estate company, drones can be used to pro-

vide aerial images of properties that are listed for 

sale. Architectural and construction firms, wed-

ding companies, engineers, professional pho-

tographers, travel groups, major league sports, 

and so many other types of companies have all 

been using drones in their promotions. The pos-

sibilities are limited only by your creativity. 

2. Product Delivery
Some of the more advanced drones can be 

used to carry small loads, and marketers are al-

ready finding ways to that use to their advan-

tage. Amazon, Inc. probably made the biggest 

headlines in this department when they began 

testing a program to deliver items to customers 

in less than 30 minutes by using drones to carry 

the packages. Another clever, similar concept 

was used by a restaurant in London that was ac-

tually able to use drones to deliver plates to the 

tables of diners.

While that might seem a far-fetched idea for 

many companies, especially with the FAA’s new 

guidelines on how drones can be used, there are 

other practical applications that fall under this 

umbrella. The transfer of items from one area of 

a construction jobsite to another or the transfer 

of an item up the length of a tall structure is pos-

sible by using drones. In time, they might be-

come a handy tool across many different indus-

tries, especially if it helps keep workers safe in  

that they can allow a worker to remain in place 

while an item is flown to them.  

Here Come 
the Drones! 
Four Ways to Use 
Marketing’s Latest Toy

By Nick Dmitrovich

Source: Biznology

Fact: Drone video was  
one of the biggest digital 
marketing trends of 2016.
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COMPREHENSIVE CIVIL AND
ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
FOR FIELD-TO-FINISH
PERFORMANCE

As a nationally
recognized engineering,
surveying, and
architectural firm, Falk
PLIʼs civil services go
beyond traditional
surveying practices.
By integrating innovative
laser technology into
projects, our
experienced team
delivers the data
necessary for as-built
verification, reverse
engineering, and BIM
integrated modeling.

This information,
combined with a proven
design philosophy that
focuses on attention to
detail and fiscal
responsibility, results in
facilities that offer the
perfect balance between
creativity, functionality,
and aesthetics.

Our mission:

“Helping our clients solve problems

through innovative technology and

institutional expertise.”

falk-pli.com
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For more marketing tips, tools, and ideas, visit BuildingIndiana.com!

3. A New Medium for  
Audience Engagement

Marketers around the world have taken the use of drones a step beyond 

simply being a great tool – they’re actually beginning to use drones as a me-

dium in and of itself. The catchy nickname that this method has picked up via 

internet lingo is called “drone-vertising.” Remember the classic billboard hung 

behind the back of an airplane? The concept is pretty similar here. Drones can 

serve as mobile billboards carrying your message, and can make your trade 

show booth look high tech by having your signage elevated by a drone instead 

of the traditional stand-up banners.  

4. Taking Center Stage
Another trend that has been growing over the past two years is letting drones 

serve as actors within promotional videos. Major corporations like Coca-Cola, 

Pepsi, Audi, and Amazon have each used drones as “characters” within their 

commercials. It’s a fun and rather cute way to show off the tech-savvy skills  

        within your company. ◆

Let’s take a look at some of the 
official rules the Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA) laid out last year 
regarding the public’s use of UASs in 
the United States: 

• Unmanned aircraft must weigh less than 55 lbs. (25 kg).  

• The unmanned aircraft must remain within visual line 

of sight of the remote pilot in command and the person 

manipulating the flight controls of the small UAS.  

• Small unmanned aircraft may not operate over any 

persons not directly participating in the operation, not 

under a covered structure, and not inside a covered 

stationary vehicle.  

• Daylight-only operations, or civil twilight (30 minutes 

before official sunrise to 30 minutes after official sunset, 

local time) with appropriate anti-collision lighting.  

• Must yield right of way to other aircraft.  

• Maximum altitude of 400 feet above ground level (AGL) 

or, if higher than 400 feet AGL, remain within 400 feet of 

a structure.  

• A person operating a small UAS must either hold a remote 

pilot airman certificate with a small UAS rating or be 

under the direct supervision of a person who does hold a 

remote pilot certificate. 

• Additional requirements are listed on the FAA’s website. 
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I 
think about communication constantly. Inno-

vation has created many alternative outlets to 

disseminate information, but they can’t all be 

considered effective means of communication. 

As a business leader, I want to feel confident 

that I understand these options and how to ef-

fectively reach out to my clients, associates, and 

peers. New mediums are constantly emerging, 

and it’s important to know which ones can po-

tentially have the biggest impact on a company’s 

flow of information. 

Recently, I had a conversation about gen-

erational differences in communication with a 

co-worker whose daughter was requesting the 

opportunity to intern with a Chicago radio sta-

tion. Her basis was a perceived need to improve 

the station’s social media exposure and commu-

nications with millennials, gen-Xers, etc.  

I’d like to believe I’m fairly “with it” when 

it comes to social media, but this conversation 

definitely left me feeling a bit less adequate. I 

knew very little about the social media outlets 

that she noted were the primary hubs for these 

generations, namely Snapchat.  

The following weekend, I decided to jump 

in and open a Snapchat account to learn more 

about how the app functions. I had hoped that 

I could start to understand what the draw was, 

and how this could be used as an effective tool 

for communication, especially with my young-

er peers throughout our company. I quickly 

learned that, while Snapchat certainly allows 

people to share information rapidly, it doesn’t 

always amount to actually communicating with 

one another in a meaningful way. 

My point here is not to be critical of the evo-

lution of new communication methods, as we 

all will invariably need to adapt, but to point out 

that people need to be mindful that inadequate 

communication might have negative impacts on 

workflow within a company. 

True communication is the accurate convey-

ance of the thoughts and ideas of the sender to 

the receiver, and should be conveyed clearly so 

recipients understand the meaning. Innovation 

will continue to provide ways to send our mes-

sages farther, faster, and louder, but sometimes 

at the cost of providing the full context.  We miss 

the inflection of tone or the look in one’s eye. 

This is not a new problem, and I’m certain at 

some point in history, conflicts were started over 

the misinterpreted message of a carrier pigeon.  

However, in our time of false news and alterna-

tive facts, it remains a relevant one. Regardless of 

your message, use the context you have to shape 

your words thoughtfully. Consider your audience 

and what form of media might be most appro-

priate to convey your message. Readers should 

carefully consider the source of the information 

they’re reading, know where the writer was com-

ing from, and learn to listen without the benefit 

of hearing. Always remember the world is a much 

better place when we don’t make assumptions or 

jump to conclusions. When in doubt, ask.

As for me, sometime soon I’ll continue my 

foray into new and innovative ways to connect. 

In the meantime, if I have something truly im-

portant to say to you, I’ll probably see if you have 

time to sit down and talk.  There is a reason the 

classics never go out of style. ◆ 

‘‘

‘‘

New mediums 

are constantly 

emerging, and it’s 

important to know 

which ones can 

potentially have the 

biggest impact on  

a company’s flow  

of information. 
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One Day in 
Snapchat 
and Lessons 

Learned  

By Michael Schneider,  

Northwest Indiana Market President, First Financial Bank
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P 219 931 6600 
4508 Columbia Ave., Hammond, IN 46327

Consistent performance has enabled Matrix North American Construction, formerly Kvaerner North 

American Construction, to become one of the premier industrial construction and maintenance firms in North 

America. From our executive team to our experienced field staff and craftworkers, we approach each project 

as a partnership with our client. This personal attention to detail, combined with the expertise of our people, 

is reflected in our comprehensive training, high standards and work performance. This enables us not only to 

complete quality projects safely and efficiently, but consistently.

CONSISTENT PERFORMANCE. IT’S WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS EXPECT.

Iron & Steel - Industrial - Oil, Gas & Chemical - Power Generation

matrixnac.com
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